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 Preface 
It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to this issue of the conference proceedings of the  
International Virtual Environments Research Group. This issue is dedicated to the publication of 
selected papers written by researchers in Australia, Europe, Japan and Singapore from the 2011 
International Conference on Immersive Technologies for Learning: Virtual Implementation, Real 
Outcomes. Delegates to the conference came from institutions across the world and created a 
relaxed, enjoyable etmosphere within which a wide range of exciting and innovative papers were 
presented on topics from across the educational, training and theoretical spectrum. 
 
 
The iVERG 2011 conference would not have been possible without the work of the local organizing 
committee, session chairs and editorial review team including Michael Vallance and Paul van 
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for# Communication# in# Second# Life’# TRANSANA# software# was# used# to# transcribe# 60#
hours#of#recorded#video#data#of#participants#(N=8)#communicating#the#programming#of#
LEGO# robots# in# Second# Life# and# faceAtoAface.# The# transcription# was# then# coordinated#
with# the# respective# video# capture# data# using# TAMS# Analyzer# software.# The# codes#
determined# in# our# research# were# the# Cognitive# Processes# and# Knowledge# Dimension#
taxonomic#elements#of#Bloom’s#revised#taxonomy.#The#coded#data#was#then#viewed#in#a#
Google#Motion#Chart# in#an#attempt# to#dynamically#visualise#and# interpret# the# learning#




Virtual#worlds# provide# an# opportunity# to# explore# new# educational# contexts# for# analyzing#
and#measuring#the#cognitive#processes#that#support#learning.#In#this#research#the#Second#Life#
virtual#world#served#as#a#medium#and#tool#for#remotely#located#students#to#communicate#in#
the# collaborative# construction# and# programming# of# Lego# robots# to# follow# preAdefined#
circuits.# Iteratively# designed# and# quantifiably# measured# tasks# to# delineate# neoABloomian#
Cognitive#Processes#and#Knowledge#Dimensions#are#implemented#(Bloom,#1956;#Anderson#
et#al.,#2001).#There#is#widespread#use#by#many#educators#of#assessment#schemes#based#on#an#
ordered#hierarchy#of# cognitive# activity,#where# the# judgments# of# educators# on# the# learning#
progress# of# students# is# expressed# using# either# percentage#marks# or# ranked# alphanumeric#







Remember Understand Apply Analyze Evaluate Create 
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2 
The# language# found# in#many# commonly# used# assessment# structures# and#marking# guides#
reflects# the# hierarchy# within# a# revised# Bloomds# Taxonomy# (see# Table# 1)# where,# in# the#
cognitive#domain,#evaluation#and#synthesis#is#privileged#beyond#analysis#or#application#and#
above# memory# or# understanding.# The# observations# from# 60# hours# of# transcribed# data#
suggests# that# the#descriptors#and#associated# scores#derived# from#assessment# schemes#may#
not#correspond#closely#to#the#development#and#mastery#of#cognitive#ability,#particularly#so#
in#the#dhigher#orderd#realms.# 
Challenges and solutions 
In# terms# of# data# collection,# collation# and# analysis# a# number# of# challenges#were# apparent.#
Four# researchers# at# three# universities# in# two# countries# needed# to# share# the# transcribing,#
coding,#and#analysis#of#60#hours#of#videoAtaped#communication#data.#Financial#constraints#
limited#the#amount#of#money#that#could#be#spent#on#research#analysis# tools.# #For#example,#
only# one# of# the# three# universities# involved# had# a# site# license# for# the# nVivo# qualitative#
analysis# software# (http://www.qsrinternational.com/).#At#US$650#per# license#per#computer,#
nVivo# was# deemed# too# expensive.# For# digitally# capturing,# categorizing,# analyzing# and#
distributing# the# communication# data,# Studiocode# (http://www.studiocodegroup.com/)# is#
considered#exceptionally# reliable#and# flexible.#However,# this# software#was#also#considered#
too#expensive;#pricing#is#not#available#online#and#a#quote#must#be#obtained#directly#from#the#
company.#Another#early#challenge#was#that#two#computer#operating#systems#(Mac#OSX#and#
Windows)# were# in# use# by# the# researchers.# As# two# universities# used# Macs# and# one# used#
Windows,#plus#further#considerations#such#as#technical#development#and#support#by#one#of#
the#researchers,#it#was#decided#to#work#exclusively#on#Apple#Mac#computers#with#OS#X#10.5.#
Using# one# system# ensured# that# technical# issues# would# be# limited# and# researchers# could#




used# for# capturing# real# life# communication# while# Snapz# Pro# X#
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Transcribing#hours#of#communication#is#a#challenge#researchers#worldwide#often#face.#Our#
research#had#60#hours#of#videoAtaped#communication.#As#mentioned#above,#nVivo#software#
and# Studiocode# are# excellent# tools# but#were# outside# our# budget.#We# therefore# decided# to#
purchase#TRANSANA#software##(http://www.TRANSANA.org).#TRANSANA#is#reasonably#
priced# at# US$65# per# user# and# operates# on# Mac# and# Windows.# We# found# that# the#
TRANSANA# files# transferred# across# platform# seamlessly# when# tested# (as# one# part# time#





The# augmented# data# was# then# coded# in# TAMS# Analyzer# software#
(http://TAMSys.sourceforge.net/)#using#the#Cognitive#Processes#and#Knowledge#Dimension#
taxonomic# elements# of#Bloom’s# revised# taxonomy.#TAMS#has# a#number#of# features#which#
may#be#of#interest#to#researchers#conducting#linguistic#analysis,#tracking#communication#for#
turnAtaking,#etc.#However,#our#needs#only#required#the#researchers#to#tag#communication#for#
evidence# of# Bloom’s# cognitive# processes# and# knowledge# dimensions,# and# then# export#
associated# numbers# of# occurrences.# To# add# transcribed# text# to# TAMS#we# first# saved# data#
from# TRANSANA# as# a# RTF# file# and# then# imported# to# TAMS.# Assigning# keywords# to#
portions#of# text#was#simply# just#highlighting# the# text#and#clicking# the#Bloom’s#descriptors.#
An#output#report#of# ‘CoAcoding’# illustrated#the#number#of# times#specific#descriptors# linked#
to#others#(see#Figure#2).#The#CoAcoding#file#was#then#opened#in#Excel#and#copied#to#a#spread#
sheet#in#Google#Documents.##





Two# researchers# coded# and# regularly# compared# results# for# interArater# reliability.#
Contentious# coded# transcripts# were# reAimported# to# TRANSANA# and# online# synchronous#
discussions#held.#The#data#was#periodically#updated#to#our#Google#spread#sheet#template.#
As# the# analysis# was# a# collaborative# effort,# Google# Documents# was# utilised# to# share# the#
updated# data# codes# in# real# time.# The# data# was# subsequently# viewed# in# a# dynamic# chart#
called#a#Motion#Chart#or#Motion#Graph#(Rosling,#2009).#This#enabled#us#to#look#at#the#effect#
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Figure04.0A0Motion0Chart0revealing0dynamic0data0
Initial# indications# from#our#data# suggest# that# the#nature#and#defined#difficulty#of# learning#
tasks# can,# together# with# measures# of# communicative# constraint# and# of# the# information#
provided# about# the# task,# be# used# to# create#metrics# for# designing# and# evaluating# learning#
scenarios#in#immersive#virtual#environments#that#can#be#articulated#within#Bloom’s#revised#
taxonomy.#We#propose#that#the#revealed#dynamics#between#these#taxonomic#elements#and#
the#developed#metrics#will#provide# insights# into# the#nature#of# effective#pedagogy# in# these#
new#learning#and#teaching#environments#(Vallance#&#Martin,#2011).#
A#Motion#Chart#can#be#created#using#the#following#steps#and#considerations:#
Firstly,#data#needs# to#be# formatted# in# a#Google# spread# sheet# in# a#particular#way.# Figure# 5#
shows#how#some#data#about#sales#of#fruit#across#continents#has#to#be#formatted#in#order#to#
create#a#Motion#Chart.#






click# (or# control# click)# and# select# Insert# Gadget# from# the# popAup# list.# Then# select#Motion#
Chart#A#Add#to#Spread#sheet#(see#Figure#6).#Finally,#type#a#Title#and#then#select#‘Apply#and#
Close’.#
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The# above# example# is# available# for# free# access# in# Google# Documents# at# URL##
http://tinyurl.com/6kdn7dm#
Note:# It# is# requested# you# copy# the# tabled#data# and# create# your# own#Google# spread# sheet;#
thereby#leaving#the#example#data#for#other#users.#
In#the#spirit#of#sharing#data#as#researchers,#please#feel#free#to#look#at#our#virtual#worlds#data#
in# our#Google#Document# and# associated#Motion#Chart# at#URL# http://tinyurl.com/45pdzsb#
Comments#and#questions#from#researchers#will#be#most#appreciated.#See#Figure#8.#Again,#it#




Motion# Charts# reveal# data# relationships#which#may# be# difficult# to# visualize# in# traditional#
charts#and#graphs.#To#view#the#data#represented# in#a#Motion#Chart#may#have#necessitated#
drawing# several# graphs# in# traditional# modes# (such# as# in# Excel).# Correlations# between#
variables# may# become# more# apparent# if# presented# in# this# visually# appealing# way.# For#
example,# researchers# can# use# a# Motion# Chart# to# consider# observations# and# hypothesis#
during#the#research#process#rather#than#as#an#end#product.##
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Conclusion 
Tufte# (2006)# remarks# in#his# seminal#work# ‘The#visual#display#of#quantitative# information’:#
“The#use#of#abstract,#nonArepresentational#pictures#to#show#numbers#is#a#surprisingly#recent#
invention,#perhaps#because#of#the#diversity#of#skills#required#–#the#visualAartistic,#empiricalA
statistical,#ad#mathematical.# It#was#not#until#1750A1800# that# statistical# chartics#–# length#and#
area#to#show#quantity,#timeAseries,#scatter#plots,#and#multivariate#displays#–#were#invented,#




and# summarize# a# set# of# numbers# –# even# a# very# large# set# –# is# to# look# at# pictures# of# those#
numbers.# Furthermore,# of# all# methods# for# analyzing# and# communicating# statistical#
information,#wellAdesigned#data#chartics#are#usually# the#simplest#and#at# the#same#time# the#
most# powerful.o#A#Motion#Chart# provides# the# ‘visualisation’# sought# by# designers# such# as#
Tufte.#We#posit# that#due# to# the# increased#volume#and# complexity#of#data,# a#Motion#Chart#
may#indeed#help#researchers#make#sense#of#and#explain#the#complexities.##
To# summarise,# in# our# research# TRANSANA# and# TAMS# Analyzer# served# as# effective,#
inexpensive# tools# for# conducting# transnational# analysis.# The# Motion# Chart# enabled#
researchers# to# ‘explain’# the# data# in# accordance# with# task# processes# rather# than# task#
outcomes.# As# elucidated# by# AlAAziz,# J.,# Christou,# N.# &# Dinov,# I.# D.# (2010):# “Active# data#
visualization# is# a# critical# component# of# any# data# understanding,# as# it# provides# visual,#
informative# and# quantitative# cues# to# the# data# behaviour# and# the# intrinsic# data#
characteristics.#These# features,# in# turn,#drive#our# subsequent#protocols# for#data#modelling,#
quantitative# analysis# and# rigorous# interpretation.# In# addition,# dynamic# data# visualization#
enables#nonAexperts#to#navigate,#explore#and#formulate#hypotheses#about#the#data,#as#well#as#































Facilitating immersion, engagement and flow in 






Abstract.# Virtual# worlds# are# providing# myriad# opportunities# for# the# development# of#









Many# institutions# are# becoming# more# flexible# in# how# they# deliver# their# courses# and#
programs,# as# their# student# cohort# grows# ever# more# diverse,# (see# Ritzema,# 2008,# p.# 110).#
Many# students# are# electing# not# to# travel# to# their# place# of# study# but# rather# participate# in#
learning# at# times# convenient# to# them,# in# the# comfort# of# their# own# homes# or# workplaces.#
Though# this# mode# of# education# has# the# considerable# benefits# of# convenience# and#
accessibility,#many#challenges#remain#for#students.#These#include#altered#motivation,#lack#of#
feedback# and# teacher# contact,# student# support# and# services,# alienation# and# isolation,# a#
deficiency#of#experience#and#training#(Galusha,#2001).#In#order#to#overcome#these#challenges,#
educators# need# to# exploit# the# affordances# of# new# technologies# (Garrison,# 2000).# At# first#




The Reasons for Using Virtual Worlds0
For# educators,# the# appeal# of# virtual# worlds# is# enormous.# The# diversity# of# educational#
contexts#afforded#by#these#environments#provides#an#assortment#of#experiences#that#are#able#
to#accommodate#a#variety#of#learning#styles.#Neil#Fleming#identified#four#types#of#learning:#
(a)# visual;# (b)# auditory;# (c)# reading/writing;# and# (d)# kinaesthetic,# tactile,# or# exploratory,#
resulting# in# the# acronym#VARK# (Fleming#&# Baume,# 2006,# p.# 6).# Beyond# recognizing# that#
these# learning# styles# exist,# learners# born# after# the# midA1970s# expect# that# learning# will# be#
         International Virtual Environments Research Group (iVERG) 
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responsive# to# their#preferred#styles# (Bonk#&#Zhang,#2006,#p.#250).#Kinaesthetic# learners#are#
difficult# to# cater# for# and# authentic#movement# in# 3AD#worlds#may# help# to#meet# this# need.#
Kinaesthetic# learning# activities# compel# students# to# move,# sometimes# requiring# significant#
exertion#(Begel,#Garcia,#&#Wolfman,#2004,#pp.#183A184).#This#exploits#what#Jean#Piaget#called#
“sensoriAmotor# learning,”# in#which#physical# activity# transforms# into# representative#mental#




collaboration,# teamwork,# problemAbased# and# adaptive# learning,# in# alignment# with# those#
trends# identified#by#Bonk,#Kim,#and#Zeng# (2006,#pp.#550A568)#and#Bonk#&#Zhang# (2006,#p.#
251).#This#in#part#could#be#achieved#in#MUVEs#through#content#creation#in#accordance#with#
the# learner’s# own# ideas,# learning# goals# and# interests.# This# approach# necessitates# the#
acquisition#of#certain#requisite#skills#which#could#be# incorporated# into#educational#designs#
favouring# collaboration,# peerAtoApeer# teaching# and# the# creation# of# new# types# of# “learning#




or# Active# Worlds,# would# allow# them# to# provide# their# students# with# authentic# learning#
experiences# that# resembled# real# life# tasks# and# scenarios.#A# prospective# surgeon#will# learn#
best#by#performing#surgery#on#a#patient#that#cannot#die,#and#a#student#of#history#will#more#
fully# understand# historical# events# if# they# could# take# on# a# role# and# wander# around# a#
battleground.# What# better# way# to# train# an# architect# than# to# let# him# or# her# design# and#
construct#a#building;#walk#around#in# it#when#completed#and#then#go#back#and#correct#any#
deficiencies# or# experiment# with# alternatives?# For# some# disciplines,# the# educational#
affordances#of#a#virtual#environment#such#as#Second#Life#are#obvious#(Salmon,#2009,#p.#529).#
Virtual#worlds# are# extremely# useful#when# training# students# to# perform# tasks# that# are# too#
expensive#or# too#hazardous# to#perform#in#real# life# (Adams,#Klowden,#&#Hannaford,#2001).#
WellAdesigned# simulations# implemented# in# these# environments# can# provide# riskAfree# and#
costAeffective# simulations# of# authentic# contexts# that# can# facilitate# optimal# learning.# An#
obvious# example# would# include# learning# to# fly.# Flight# simulator# training,# in# conjunction#





savings.# The# cost# of# training# chief# residents# in# the# operating# room# was# estimated# to# be#
approximately#$USD#53#million#dollars# in# the#US#over# ten#years#ago# (Bridges#&#Diamond,#
1999).#Thus#the#fiscal#incentive#for#developing#virtual#training#is#substantial.#
Immersion 
Immersion# is# the# necessary# condition# to# promote# student# engagement# with# a# program,#
course#or#activity#in#a#virtual#world#environment.#It#has#been#defined#as#the#“the#subjective#
impression# that# one# is# participating# in# a# comprehensive,# realistic# experience”# (Witmer# &#
Farley 13 
Singer,# 1998),# and# is# seen# as# essential# for# “presence”,# the# psychological# sense# of# actually#
being#in#the#virtual#environment#(Franceschi,#Lee#&#Hinds,#2008,#p.#5).#Engagement#refers#to#





Chris# Dede# (2009)# further# breaks# immersion# into# three# subcategories,# namely:# actional,#
symbolic# and# sensory# immersion.# Dede# describes# actional# immersion# as# empowering# the#
participant# to# instigate# actions# not# possible# in# the# real# world# that# have# novel,# intriguing#
consequences.# In# turn,# symbolic# immersion# involves# triggering# powerful# semantic#
associations# via# the# content# of# a# virtual# environment.# Finally# sensory# immersion# involves#
manipulating#the#human#senses#in#order#to#create#the#feeling#that#one#is#located#in#a#different#
physical#space#to#the#space#where#the#body#is#actually#physically#located.#This#requires#the#




world# or# in# a# virtual# world# –# it# is# inclined# to# act# as# if# that# thing# were# real.# Edward#
Castronova#posits#that#this#is#because#for#the#vast#majority#of#human#history,#virtual#objects#
did# not# exist# and# hence# there# was# no# evolutionary# necessity# to# develop# the# ability# to#
distinguish#between#the#real#and#the#virtual.#In#fact,#it#takes#significant#additional#effort#for#
the#brain# to#keep#reminding# itself# that# something# is#not# real# (Castronova,#2001,#pp.#27A28).#
Even# though# the# learner’s# current# experience# is# generated# by# and/or# filtered# through#
humanAmade# technology,# part# or# all# of# that# learner’s# perception# fails# to# accurately#
acknowledge# the# role# of# technology# in# the# experience.# At# “some# level”# and# to# “some#
degree”,# the# learner’s#perceptions#overlook# that# knowledge# and#objects# and# events#within#
the# virtual# world# are# perceived# as# if# the# technology# was# not# involved# in# the# experience#
(Schuemie,# et# al.,# 2001,# p.# 185).# This# is# an# important# realization;# if# simulations# in# virtual#
worlds# are# sufficiently# immersive# and# realistic,# then# the# motivation# for# distinguishing#
virtual# from# real# is# sufficiently# low# that# for# all# intents# and#purposes,# learners# are# actually#
engaged#in#practising#authentic#skills#with#corresponding#application#in#the#“real”#world.#As#
a# result# of# this# immersion,# engagement# is# enhanced,# flow# is# supported,# and# collaboration#
becomes#both#possible#and#supported#(McKerlich#&#Anderson,#2007,#p.#37).#
#
Every# component# and# participant# of# a# learning# interaction# can# influence# a# learner’s#
immersion#and#emergent#feeling#of#presence#in#a#virtual#world.#Relevant#factors#include#the#
visual# representations# of# avatars# (Nowak# &# Biocca,# 2004);# isolation# from# the# physical#
environment;# using# one’s# natural# mode# of# movement# and# control# (Stanney# &# Salvendy,#
1998,#p.#156);#the#ability#to#interact#with#the#environment#and#with#other#autonomous#actors#
(Slater#et#al.,#1994,#p.#131);#decreased#lag#time#between#user#action#and#environment#reaction#
(Zhu,#Xiang,#&#Hu,#2007,#p.# 265);# the#participant’s# experience#using#a#virtual# environment#
(Vinayagamoorthy,# Brogni,# Gillies,# Slater,# &# Steed,# 2004,# p.# 149);# the# motivation# of# the#
learner# (Robertson,# de# Quincey,# Stapleford,# &# Wiggins,# 1998,# p.# 2);# behavioural# realism#
(Blascovich,# et# al.,# 2002,# pp.# 111A112);# the# level# of# skill# of# the# users# and# the# technical#
difficulties#encountered#(Aldrich,#2009,#p.#89;#Jones,#2005,#p.#421);#among#many#others#which#
are#wellArepresented#in#the#extensive#literature#pertaining#to#both#immersion#and#presence.#




and# complex.# Even# so,# there# are# four# main# groups# of# factors# that# are# important# when#
considering#immersion#in#virtual#world#environments.#These#are#those#factors#relating#to#the#
physical# environment,# the# social# environment# of# the# participant# in# the# virtual# world,# the#
virtual# world# environment# itself;# and# those# relating# to# pedagogy# and# learning# activities.#
These#will#be#considered#in#more#detail.#
How the physical environment can influence immersion 
For# many# students# studying# at# a# distance,# the# immediate# physical# environment# is# most#
likely# to#be#a# room#–#an#office#or#bedroom#perhaps#–#or#place#of#work.#Presence# in# a#VW#
requires#a#simultaneously#low#level#of#presence#in#the#real#world#and#vice'versa'(Slater,#et#al.,#
1994).# Many# of# the# distractions# in# the# learner’s# physical# environment# will# undermine#
presence#and#engagement# in# the#virtual#world.#Typically,# such#distractions#would# include#
children# seeking# the# attention# of# their# parents,# a# noisy# neighbour# or# sitting# on# an#
uncomfortable#chair.#This#is#substantiated#by#the#work#of#Billinghurst#and#Weghorst#(1995)#
who# looked# at# users’# level# of# presence# when# using# virtual# reality# (VR)# equipment.# They#
found# display# comfort# and# quality# to# be# predictive# of# reported# presence# (Sadowski# &#
Stanney,#2002,#p.#797).#This#is#explicitly#elaborated#by#Biocca#who#states#that#“at#one#point#in#
time,#users#can#be#said#to#feel#as#if#they#are#physically#present#in#one#of#only#three#places:#the#




interface,# acting# as# an# extension# of# the# physical# environment.# For# users# of# virtual#worlds,#
these# interfaces# can# be# said# to# bridge# the# physical# and# the# virtual.# In# their# current# form,#




• the# restriction# of# intuition# and# freedom#of#movement# (Fassbender#&#Richards,#
2008),#
• challenges# for# children,# elderly#people# or# those#with#disabilities#who#may# lack#
the#ability#to#precisely#coordinate#keyboard#strokes#and#mouse#actions#(Cardoso,#
Melo,#Gomes,#Kehoe,#&#Morgado,#2007;#Kim,#Roh,#&#Kim,#2008),#and#
• the# limitation# of# the# way# educators# can# capitalise# on# the# common# knowledge#
that#people#possess# from# their#everyday#physical# interactions# in# the# real#world#
(Xin#et#al.,#2007).#
These# factors#may#create# sufficient#distraction# in# the#physical#environment# to#detract# from#
the#feeling#of#presence#in#the#VW.#Enabling#more#natural#movement#would#overcome#these#
kinds#of# issues#and#extend#both#the# inclusiveness#and#capability#of# these#environments#for#
education#and#training.#
Immersion and Social Presence 
Presence# can# be# considered# to# be# resident# in# that# place# which# holds# the# attention# of# a#
student.#In#the#previous#section,#it#was#discussed#how#activities#happening#in#the#real#world#
environment# can# hold# a# user’s# attention# and# hence# presence,# outside# of# the# virtual#
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environment.# Presence# in# the# virtual# world# can# be# similarly# enhanced# by# creating#
engagement# in# that# context.# “Social#presence”# is# the#notion# that# if#other#people#–#via# their#
avatars#–# can# inhabit#a#virtual# environment# then# the#virtual# environment# is#more# likely# to#
exist.#Correspondingly,# if#other#people#in#that#environment#acknowledge#one’s#presence,# it#
offers#further#affirmation#that#one#actually#“exists”#in#that#environment.#Social#presence#may#
result# from# communicating# with# others# verbally# (using# VoIP),# via# text# chat,# scripted#
gestures,#or#by#otherwise# interacting#with# those# in# the#environment# (Sadowski#&#Stanney,#
2002,# p.# 795).# Even# so,# collaborative# efforts# that# require# some# faceAtoAface# encounters# –# as#
with# intensive# residencies# for# distance# students# –# facilitate# engagement#more# readily# than#
efforts#that#do#not,#since#there#is#an#actual#association#with#the#physical#person#and#not#just#
his# or# her# avatar.# Visually# identifying# the# other# parties# enables# a# sense# of# belonging# and#
feelings#of#trust#to#evolve#more#quickly.#In#addition,#visually#identifying#peers#helps#in#the#
group#management#of#roles#and#responsibilities.#Future# interactions#among#team#members#
will# build# upon# these# faceAtoAface# encounters.# The# relationships# are# considered# more#
personal# by# the# learners# since# they# have# already# met# each# other.# This# faceAtoAface#
acquaintance#engenders#a#sense#of#group#presence#even#when#the#parties#are#not#occupying#
the# same# physical# place.# As# Franceschi# and# colleagues# explain,# the# learners# “have# the#
psychological# sensation# that# their# collaborative# efforts# bring# them# to# the# same# place”#
(Franceschi,# et# al.,# 2008,# p.# 7).# Social# presence# is# further# heightened# by# the# use# of# voice#
communications# in# the# VW.# Voice# chat# adds# a# personal# element# to# the# communications,#





those# that# require# synchronous# participation# of# learners# and# teachers# in# the# same# virtual#
space.#Given#the#substantial#demands#on#the#time#of#both#learners#and#teachers,#and#given#
that#not# all# participants#will# share# a# single# time# zone,# this# can#be#difficult# to# arrange.#The#
temptation#in#such#situations#is#to#design#asynchronous#activities#that#can#be#accessed#at#any#
time,# yet# given# the# dangers# of# social# isolation,# some# effort# should# be# made# towards#
scheduling#some#synchronous#activities.#In#addition,#learners#that#have#met#in#the#physical#
world# will# establish# social# presence# sooner# than# those# who# have# not# and# so# if# possible,#
physical# introductions# should#be#made.#Educators# should#be#aware#of# the#potential# issues#
arising#when#some#learners#have#met#while#others#have#not.#This#situation#may#lead#to#the#
formation#of#a#clique#which#may#be#difficult#for#a#remote#learner#to#penetrate.#Last,#the#use#
of#voice#chat#can#further#heighten#social#presence.#Though# it# is# tempting# to#abandon#voice#
when#it# is#not#working#reliably,# in#favour#of# text#chat,# it# is#worth#persevering.#One#way#to#
minimise#voice#problems#is#by#running#“voice#tutorials”#whereby#learners#test#their#internet#
connection,# hardware# and# mastery# of# the# software# before# they# engage# in# the# learning#
activities.#
How the Virtual Environment can Engender Immersion 
Though#there#are#multiple#factors#that#impede#or#facilitate#immersion,#one#of#the#key#factors#
is# the# ability# to# engage#multiple# senses.# Chris#Dede# (2009)# has# described# this# as# “sensory#
immersion”# (p.#66).# It#has#been#shown# that# the#more#sensory# information#provided#by# the#
virtual#environment,#the#higher#the#sense#of#presence#(Franceschi,#et#al.,#2008,#p.#6)#and#that#
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as#more#sensory#modalities#are#stimulated#presence# is# similarly# increased# (Steuer,#1992).# It#
can#therefore#be#expected,#that#MulSeMedia#(Multiple#Sensorial#Media),#engaging#a#range#of#
senses,# should# enhance# presence.# Evidence# can# be# extracted# from# the# extensive# literature#
pertaining# to# gaming# and# presence,# and# the# work# surrounding# user# interfaces# enabling#
haptic#feedback,#tactile#precision#and#engaging#other#sensory#modalities.#The#interaction#of#
the# various# sensory# systems# generates# crossAmodal# effects,# such# that# large# amounts# of#
information#perceived#by#one# sense#may#be# selectively#disregarded#when# competing#with#
data#from#more#dominant#sensory#inputs#(Chalmers#&#Zányi,#2009,#p.#9).#Put#simply,#when#
confronted# with# multimodal# stimuli,# humans# are# unable# to# attend# to# all# of# them# at# one.#
Those# stimuli# considered# to# be# “not# pressing”# are# at# least# temporarily# disregarded#
(Chalmers,#Debattista,#Mastroropoulou,#&# dos# Santos,# 2007,# p.# 2).# It# is# therefore# desirable#
that# all# of# the# sensory# systems# be# selectively# stimulated# such# that# there# would# be# no#





It# is# also# important# to# recognize# that# factors# other# than# those# derived# from# the# range# of#
human# senses# are# important# in# achieving# immersion# and# in# fact,# it# has# been# widely#
acknowledged#that#they#are#not#reliant#on#total#photoA#and#audioArealism#within#the#virtual#
environment# (McMahan,# 2003,# p.# 68).#With# any# given# virtual# scene,# to# accurately# recreate#
realism# in# any# one# of# the# sensory# systems# requires# computational# power,# techniques# and#
knowledge#not#yet#available.#Instead,#researchers#and#designers#need#to#develop#a#thorough#
understanding# of# the# factors# that# facilitate# immersion# and# more# subtly# probe# that#
mysterious# connection# between# immersion# and# presence.# To# avoid# redundancy# –# while#
recognizing# that# some# remains# desirable# A# limitations# on# human# perception# need# to# be#
exploited.#For#example,#for#anyone#in#the#operating#in#the#real#world,#cross#modal#effects#can#






Pedagogy for Immersion 
Little# research# exists# about# the# use# of# virtual# worlds# to# support# distance# learning,# but#
abundant#research#from#similar#technologies#would#suggest#that#virtual#worlds#may#support#
constructivist# learning# activities# (Dickey,# 2003,# p.# 106).# Enhanced# input# devices# would#
further# augment# the# experience# within# the# VW# such# that# simulation# could# become# a#
metaphor#for#authentic#experience#(Gorman,#et#al.,#1999,#p.#1206).#Realistic#simulations#using#
authentic#3AD#movement#within#virtual# environments#employ#a# constructivist# approach# to#
learning.# Learners# actively# construct# knowledge# from# experiences# which# have# relevance,#
significance# and# meaning# to# them.# They# test# ideas# and# concepts,# derived# from# prior#









work#at#a#higher#cognitive# level# than# the#recognition#and#recall#associated#with# traditional#
didactic# methods.# Instead,# the# learner# must# immerse# in# the# situation# and# apply# novel#
knowledge#as#well#as#old#skills#to#meet#the#challenges#set#before#them.#Though#not#all#games#
and# simulations# are# instructional,# instruction# that# exploits# the# techniques# of# gaming# and#
simulation# has# a# good# chance# of# capturing# the# learner’s# attention# for# extended#periods# of#
time#(RudeAParkins,#Miller,#Ferguson,#&#Bauer,#2005),#facilitating#the#emergence#of#presence,#








act# of#directly#manipulating# a#virtual# object# should#produce# clearer#mental# images# than# if#
this# information# were# acquired# passively,# irrespective# of# the# userps# goal.# Barker# deems#





making# it# easier# to# learn# about# objects# that# ordinarily# could# not# be# touched# in# realAlife#
settings#(Dettori,#et#al.,#2003,#p.#1).#Switching#to#any#interactive#mode#of#instruction,#such#as#
group# projects# or# participatory# demonstrations,# easily# improves# learning# outcomes.# The#




Educators# considering#using#virtual#worlds# in# their# teaching#will#possibly#need# to# rethink#
their# teaching# strategies.# The# environment# supports# constructivist# pedagogies# whereby#
learners# are# responsible# for# their# own# learning,# linking# old# knowledge# and# skills# to# those#
newly#acquired.#Simulation#and#gaming#are#very#effective#strategies,#provided#they#offer#a#
high#degree# of# interactivity.# Such# a# design# facilitates# user# immersion# and#hence#presence;#
creating#the#conditions#necessary#to#engender#the#optimal#learning#state#of#flow.#
Conclusion 
Virtual# worlds# such# as# Second# Life# are# becoming# increasingly# popular# in# university#
programs#because#they#provide#a#costAeffective#solution#to#many#of#the#challenges#faced#by#
tertiary# students# –# particularly# those# studying# at# a# distance.# Virtual# worlds# can#
accommodate# a# range# of# learning# styles,# afford# learning# by# doing# and# provide# a# safe#
environment#for#learning#dangerous#or#highArisk#tasks.#In#order#for#learners#to#garner#these#
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benefits,# they#must# become# immersed# in# the# environment,# resulting# in# the# suspension# of#
disbelief# that# signals# presence.# Further,# presence# and# engagement# can# lead# to# what#
Csikszentmihalyi# (1990)# described# as# “flow”,# an# optimal# learning# state# that# enables# the#
learner#to#maximise#the#acquisition#of#skills#and#knowledge.#Though#any#number#of#factors#
can# influence# the# degree# of# immersion,# this# paper# examines# four# important# areas:# 1)# the#
physical#environment#in#which#the#learner#is#located,#2)#characteristics#of#the#virtual#world#
environment,#3)#social#factors#and#4)#the#pedagogical#approach.#In#order#to#fully#realize#the#
enormous#potential#of# these#environments,# these# factors#will#need# to#be#considered# in#any#
design#for#learning#in#these#contexts.#Each#factor#cannot#be#considered#in#isolation,#but#must#
be# balanced# and# considered# in# light# of# the# many# other# factors# affecting# immersion# and#
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functions,# and# that# affect# and# contribute# to# the# human# experience# by# dynamically#
interacting#with#and#affecting# the# inhabitants’# life.#Cognitively,# creativity# refers# to# the#
phenomenon#whereby#a#person#creates#something#new#(a#product,#a#solution,#a#work#of#
art# etc.).# A# key# point# in# “Creativity”,# considering# different# disciplines# is# the# role# of#
previous#gained#experiences,#which#cause# the#emerging#of# intuition.#Accentuating# the#
role# of# new# experiences# that# results# in# enhancing# the# intuition,# should# be# gained# by#
designing#in#an#imaginary#worlds,#stands#to#be#an#interesting#move.#Detached#from#the#
real# one# in# sense# of# time# and#matter,# enables# the# designer# to# cross# the# borderline# of#
reality.#The#main#thesis#is#that,#this#new#kind#of#architecture#can#create#emotionally#rich#





environments# can# positively# be# related# to# both# creative# performance# (enhance#
interactivity,#lateral#thinking,#idea#generation,#etc.)#and#creativityBsupporting#cognitive#









Many#of# the# architects# confess# that,# very# gradually# and#unconsciously# they# stock# in# some#
conventional# design# approaches,# because# slowly# confinements# in# construction# and#
conventional# stereotypes# impose# on# them,# dominate# them# and# prevent# them# to# think#
innovatively.# Now,# it# is# seemingly# logical# if# you# got# a# chance# to# see# and# explore# some#
innovative# notions# in# virtual# environments,# totally# free# of# any# limitation,# causes# a#
conceptual# expansion,# since# irrelevant# pictures# are# added# to# old#design# approaches.# # This#
will# reverse# the# process.# The# confinement,# mediocrity,# stereotypes# diminish# gradually;#






Creativity#on# the#other#hand# is#a#vague# term,#and# its#definition# is# totally#pertaining# to# the#
context# of# study# and# the# discipline.# As# far# back# as# 1959,# Taylor# surveyed# about# 100#
definitions# in#his#attempt# to#clarify# the#creative#process# (Taylor#1959).#The#definitions#vary#
significantly# by# the# content# and# complexity.# Nevertheless,# there# are# two# commonly#
auniversala# attributes# of# creativity:# novelty# and# appropriateness.# For# the# purpose# of# this#
paper,#we#will#consider#creativity#as#a#cognitive#process#that#generates#new#concepts,#which#
are#novel#and#unconventional.#This#study#accentuates#the#experience,#identifying#its#way#of#










group# level,# creativity# is# facilitated# within# collaborative# groups# that# contain# diverse#
members# (Guimera# et# al.,# 2005;# Levine# &# Moreland,# 2004)# and# in# groups# in# which#
heterogeneous#opinions#are#expressed#(Nemeth#&#Wachtler,#1983;#Simonton,#2003).#Even#at#
the# societal# level,# creativity# increases# after# civilizations# open# themselves# to# outside#
influences# and# when# geographic# areas# are# politically# fragmented# and# relatively# diverse#
(Simonton,#1997).#
#
Considering# the# brief# introduction# on# creativity# and# role# of# experience# and# diversity,# the#
authors# propose# designers# surf# in# virtual# environment# to# gain# novel# experiences# and#
broaden#their#perception#of#environment#to#enhance#their#creativity.#In#this#article,#we#define#
the# Virtual# Environment# as# a# realBtime# interactive# and# fully# immersive# virtual# 3BD#
environment#in#contrast#to#the#definition#of#Virtual#Reality#which#is#somehow#an#imitation#
of# the# physical# world# (consider# flight# simulation),# # also# emphasizing# the# unconventional#
virtual# environments#within#which#an#emergent# spatial#pattern# can#dynamically# evolve# in#















new# criterion# for# evaluating# architecture.# It# has# been#widely# believed# that# what# are# now#
important#in#the#architecture#discipline#are#unified#concepts#and#objects#with#clear#function#
and#performance.#Reality,#ironically,#compels#partiality,#discontinuity#of#space,#discontinuity#
of# experience# and# conciseness.# Finally,# constructability,# speed# of# procedures,# etc.# in#
designing#in#the#physical#world#comprise#evaluating#parameters#for#architecture.#Designing#
in#virtual#environments#uses#the#same#tools#of#expression#as#architecture,#however#it#is#free#
from# the# consequence# of# the# built,# technology,# material# etc.# As# such# it# can# suggest# an#
opposing# value# system:# interaction,# immersion,# fragmentary,# adventure,# joy,# innate#
stimulus,# infinity,# continuous# change,# etc.# Thus# virtual# environment# are# positioned# in#
opposition#to#realistic#architecture#as#polemical,#critical#and#experimental.#
#
Designing# in#virtual#environments# is#an#ongoing#practice# that# is#built# into# the# language#of#
architecture.# The# utilitarian# disciplines# of# architecture# requires# a# system# to# value# them#
especially# in# a# paradoxical# way,# negative# or# dichotomy# to# its# main# development# course,#




The# ongoing# research# on# the# relationship# between# experiencing# virtual# environments# and#
creativity#is#expected#to#answer#the#following#questions:##






(c)# How# does# the# brain# perceive# such# immersive# environments?# (Does# it# use# a#
reductionist#point#of#view#or#is#it#an#emergent#phenomenon?)##
(d)#In#terms#of#topology,#can#this#mathematical#term#be#applicable#in#visual#perception#






(a)# Surfing/Exploring# Virtual# environment# enhances# creative# performance# and#
creativityBsupporting# cognitive# processes# (e.g.,# recruitment# of# different# ideas# and#
retrieval#of#unconventional#knowledge);#
(b)# The# connection# between# experiencing# virtual# environments# and# creativity# is#most#
apparent# when# individuals# have# had# the# experience# of# deeply# aimmersinga#
themselves#in#virtual#environment#and#ainteractinga#with#the#environment;##
(c)# Adapting# and# opening# themselves# to# new# experiences# and# actively# interact# and#
compare#the#differences#they#encounter#between#unconventional#environments#and#
the#physical#world#can#boost#the#benefits#of#this#experiencing;##
(d)# A# weaker# relationship# between# experiencing# virtual# environments# and# creativity#
emerges#in#contexts#where#one#confines#oneself#to#limitations#of#the#physical#world,#
such#as#construction#limitations,#material#limitations#etc.#
What Is Creativity? 
Creativity# is# typically#defined#as# the#process#of#bringing# into#being#something# that# is#both#
novel# and# useful# (Sawyer,# 2006;# Sternberg# &# O’Hara,# 1999;# see# also# Amabile,# 1996).# The#
creative#process#is#often#a#mysterious#phenomenon,#with#sudden#insights#seeming#to#work#
at# an# unconscious# and# inaccessible# level# (Schooler# &# Melcher,# 1994).# The# magical# “aha”#
moment#of#discovery,# the#point#at#which#an# idea# leaps# into# consciousness,# is#part#of#what#
makes#creativity#seem#sudden,#without#logic,#and#elusive#(Leung#et#al.,#2008).#
#
Because# of# its# apparent# unpredictability# and# elusiveness,# creativity#may# seem# difficult# to#
study# scientifically# and# systematically.# However,# psychology# based# literature# now# can#
provide# a# wealth# of# evidence# depicting# the# psychological# factors# that# facilitate# creativity;#
elements# of# personality,# affect,# cognition,# and# motivation# can# either# facilitate# or# impair#
creativity# (see# Amabile,# 1996;# Csikszentmihalyi,# 1996;# Sawyer,# 2006).# For# example,#
personality# studies# have# demonstrated# that# creative# people# tend# to# be# nonconforming,#
independent,#intrinsically#motivated,#open#to#new#experiences#and#riskBseeking#(for#reviews,#
see# Simonton,# 2000,# 2003).# LargeBscale# studies# and# metaBanalyses# have# found# that#
intelligence,#tolerance#of#ambiguity,#selfBconfidence,#and#cognitive#flexibility#also#tend#to#be#
found# in# creative# people# (Feist,# 1998;#MacKinnon,# 1978).# Now# it# seems# logical# that# if# we#
approach# from# the# other# side# of# the# spectrum# and# push# designers# to# encounter# new#
experiences# we# can# enhance# their# thresholds# of# ambiguity,# selfBconfidence,# cognitive#
flexibility,#etc.#It#has#been#proved#that#a#number#of#contextual#factors#related#to#motivation,#
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to# a# near# future# focus,# has# been# shown# to# lead# to# more# creative# negotiation# outcomes#
(Okhuysen,# Galinsky# &# Uptigrove,# 2003)# and# to# enhanced# creative# insight# (Förster,#
Friedman,#&#Liberman,# 2004).# Focusing#on#potential# gains# rather# than# losses# increases# the#
accessibility#of#unconventional#ideas#and#thus#enhances#fluency#in#generating#creative#ideas#
(Friedman#&# Förster,# 2001;# Lam#&#Chiu,# 2002).# Finally,# creativity# seems# to# flourish#when#
people# are# in# positive# or# neutral# affective# states# rather# than# negative# affective# states#
(Amabile#et#al.,#2005;#Fredrickson,#2001;#Fong,#2006).#
Types of creativity 
There# are# two#main# types# of# creativity# (Boden,# 1990):# 1)# improbabilist,# that# assumes# that#
nothing# has# to# be# created# de# novo# but# existing# elements# are# brought# into# a# distinctive#
relation# to# each# other# by# establishing# new# connections# among# them,#which# is# the# current#
definition# of# creativity# in# architecture,# indeed# this# is# not# a# defined# accepted# definition# of#
creativity,#however#informally#this#is#the#way#creative#architects#follow,#and#2)#impossibilist,#
a#deeper#type#that#is#based#on#transformation#of#conceptual#spaces.#The#difference#between#
these# types# is# determined# by# the# mode# of# creative# thinking.# Improbabilist# creativity#
stipulates#thinking#in#the#associative#mode,#adherence#to#rules,#logic,#and#boundaries#of#the#
current# conceptual# (mental)# space# that# is# a# conceptual# packet# or# network# built# up# for#
purposes# of# local# understanding# and# action# (Fauconnier,# 1985).# If# we# extrapolate# this#
definition# to# architecture,# obeying# conventional# rules# and# the# role# of# confinements# in#
architecture# in# terms#of#material,# technology,#even#perception#of#new#spaces#become#clear.#
Impossibilist# creativity# is# subject# to# the#bisociative#mode,# in#which# the#conceptual# space# is#
transformed,# yet# frequently# regardless# of# the# existing# rules# and# disciplinary# boundaries#
(Koestler,#1967).#As#Boden#puts#it#in#Creativity'and'unpredictability#a#theory#of#creativity#is#to#
be# a# theory# about# the# exploration,# mapping,# and# transformation# of# conceptual# spaces#
(Boden,#1995).#It# is#presumed#that#a#product#of#impossibilist#creativity#cannot#be#generated#
without# transformation# of# the# corresponding# conceptual# space.# The# first# step# here# for#




The Creative Cognition Approach 
Recently#a#scientific#approach#to#studying#creativity—the#creative#cognition#approach—was#
proposed# for# understanding# and# specifying# the# cognitive# processes# that# produce# creative#
ideas# (Amabile,# 1996;# Bink#&#Marsh,# 2000;# Finke,#Ward,# &# Smith,# 1992;# Runco#&#Chand,#
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Every#person#has# the#potential# to# become# creative# as# long# as# he# or# she# effectively#utilizes#
ordinary#cognitive#processes#to#produce#extraordinary#creative#outcomes#(Finke#et#al.,#1992;#
Ward,# Smith# &# Vaid,# 1997;#Weisberg,# 1993).# Specifically,# the# creative# cognition# approach#
identifies# two# kinds# of# cognitive# processes# implicated# in# creative# thinking—generative#
processes#and#exploratory#processes#(Finke#et#al.,#1992).#First,#people#actively#retrieve#or#seek#
out# relevant# information# to# generate# candidate# ideas#with# differing# creative# potential# (the#
generative# processes).# Next,# they# survey# these# candidate# ideas# to# determine# which# ones#
should#receive#further#processing,#such#as#modification,#elaboration,#and#transformation#(the#
explorative# processes),# (Leung# et# al.,# 2008).# One# strategy# that# makes# effective# use# of#
generative# processes# is# conceptual# expansion,# which# takes# place# when# attributes# of#
seemingly# irrelevant# concepts# are# added# to# an# existing# concept# to# extend# its# conceptual#
boundary#(Hampton,#1987;#Wan#&#Chiu,#2002;#Ward#et#al.,#2002;#Ward#et#al.,#1997).##
Experiencing unconventional virtual environments and the role of creativity 
As#mentioned#before,#defining#the#term#creativity#is#a#hard#task.#Every#designer#has#the#bias#
that#he/she#is#creative.#Now#there#is#not#an#objective#measurement#or#measurement#tool#to#








box# would# become# an# impossible# task.# To# overcome# the# constrains,# experiencing# virtual#
environments# is# a# solution.# When# individuals# encounter# an# unconventional# virtual#
environment,#they#may#experience#a#shock,#anxious#feeling#and#disorientation#in#the#absence#
of#spatial#perception,#scale,#depth,#material#etc.,#which#are#generally#all#conventional#norms.#
















it# can# also# provide# a# great# opportunity# for# acquiring# new# perspectives# to# approaching#














other# environment,# in# terms# of# new# perception# and# cognition# and# interaction# with# it,#
particularly# as# people# adapt# their# own# thoughts# and# behaviours# to# the# new# environment.#



















Fourth,# it# is# obvious# that# implementing# formal# shape,# characteristics,# etc.# directly# in# the#
physical#world#is#not#the#purpose,#however#incongruent#concepts#provoke#exploration#into#
their#interrelations#and#the#process#of#implementing#incongruent#ideas#may#lead#to#greater#
cognitive# complexity;# this# challenge# may# finally# help# them# to# think# out# of# box.# Higher#
creativity# is# most# likely# when# concepts# involved# in# conceptual# expansion# that# are# not#
normally#seen#as#overlapping#with#each#other#are#being#associated#with#two#distinct#worlds#






(a)# providing# direct# access# to# novel# ideas# and# concepts# in# (unconventional)# virtual#
environments,#
(b)#creating#the#ability#to#see#multiple#underlying#functions#behind#the#same#form,##




Implementation in pedagogy 
Design# thinking#harnesses# tacit# knowledge# rather# than# the# explicit# knowledge#of# logically#
expressed#thoughts.#Designers#operate#at#a#level#of#complexity#in#the#synthesis#of#constraints#
where# it# is# more# effective# to# learn# by# doing,# allowing# the# subconscious# mind# to# inform#
intuitions# that# guide# actions.# Perhaps# the# mind# is# like# an# iceberg,# with# just# a# small#





knowledge# of# the# unconscious# mind# rather# than# being# limited# to# working# with# explicit#
knowledge.#This#makes#them#good#at#synthesizing#complex#problems#with#large#numbers#of#






conditions#must# be# complied# with# if# in# the# future# individuals# are# to# be# formed#who# are#
capable# of# production# and# creativity# and# not# simply# repetition.# Humans# generate#







degree# of# structure# and# flexibility# that# is# built# into# the# learning# process.# Savery# (1994)#
contends#that#the#more#structured#the#learning#environment,#the#harder#it#is#for#the#learners#
to#construct#meaning#based#on# their#conceptual#understandings.# Instructors# first# introduce#
the# basic# approaches# that# give# life# and# form# to# any# unconventional# designs# in# virtual#
environments,# and# then# revisit# and# build# upon# these# repeatedly.# Each# group# examines#
different# tasks# in# terms# of# material,# depth,# interactivity,# etc.,# which# is# their# personal#
subjective# interpretation# of# the# unconventional.# In# the# next# step# groups# exchange# their#





cases,# involving# students# directly# is# a# proper# idea.# In# this# way# students# become# active#
participants# instead# of# passive# sponges# and# the# teacher# takes# on# the# role# of# facilitator# as#
he/she#gives#them#guidance#on#their#creation.#Learners#should#constantly#be#challenged#with#
tasks# that# refer# to# skills# and# knowledge# just# beyond# their# current# level# of# mastery.# This#







to# run# tests# like# EEG# and# FMRI# on# the# brain# to# see# the# function# (activation# nodes)# of# it.#
Specifically#when#the#brain#experiences,#surfing#and#interacting#with#virtual#environments,#
with# specific# characteristics# enumerated# before.# Trying# to# quantify# the# amount# of# brain#
enhancement#in#creativity#and#learning#is#the#core#idea.##
Conclusion 
This# speculations# reviewed#here#demonstrate# that#virtual#environment#experience#predicts#
both#creative#outcomes#and#creative#processes.#Virtual#environment#experience#is#positively#
related# to# conceptual# boundary# in# design# that# requires# insight# to# produce# creative# ideas#
without#being#confined#to#the#widely#known.#It#also#predicts#creativity#supporting#processes#
such#as#the#tendency#to#access#unconventional#knowledge#from#memory#and#to#recruit#ideas#
from# new# experiences# for# creative# idea# expansion.# Moreover,# it# is# conspicuous# that# the#
relationship#between#virtual#environment#experience#and#creativity#is#stronger#when#people#











































































































































Immersive learning: The use of a virtual simulated 






Abstract.# The# study# main# purpose# is# to# identify# in# what# extent# a# virtual# simulated#
newsroom# in# Second# Life# could# influence# the# practical# knowhow# of# the# journalism#













In# the# information# age,# marked# mostly# by# technological# advances# in# communications,#
there’s# an# urgent# need# to# create# courses# with# high?quality# interactive# interfaces# with#
emphasis# on# student# interactions# with# content,# tutors# and# peers.# However,# technological#






possibilities# by# making# available# to# teachers# and# students# safe# interfaces,# interactive# and#
efficient# communication.# Online# environments# put# together# various# interfaces# that# allow#
greater#interaction#strategies.#These#tools#are#classified#into#synchronous#and#asynchronous.#
Synchronous#interfaces#are#communication#spaces#that#require#the#participation#of#students#
and# teachers# in# scheduled# events#with# specific# times,# such# as# chats,# video# conferences# or#
conference# calls.# According# to# literature# these# tools# have# benefits# such# as:# motivation,#
interaction#and#feedback#in#real?time#collaborative#environment.#
#




these# platforms# can# be# pointed# out# discussion# forums,# email,# blogs,# wikis,# etc..# Some#
asynchronous# tools# benefits# are# time# management# flexibility# (allowing# anytime# and#
anywhere# access)# as#well# as# time# to# reflect# and# contextualize# the# information# and#discuss#
ideas.# These# interfaces# have# been# shown# to# be# extremely# important# for# the# teacher# who,#
from# that# information,# can#better# follow# student# learning#process.#Based#on# an# innovative#
suggestion#for#collaborative#learning,#teachers#and#students#can#help#each#other#in#adapting#
to# this# new# methodology.# The# intervention,# the# exchange# of# information,# the# collective#
knowledge#building#between#students#and#teachers#is#of#vital#importance.#
#
Learning# through# this# methodology# moves# from# an# individual# perspective# to# group#
learning.#It#puts#aside#the#overrated#assessment#of#independent#work#and#rather#focuses#on#
collaboration.#As# so,# this# interface# strategy# for# technology#education# is# focused#on# solving#
planned#activities#that#may#require#participation,#cooperation,#interaction#and#collaboration.#
These# teaching# strategies# must# address# the# student# predisposition# to# learn# and# expand#
experience#skills.#
#
It# is# also# important# to# understand# that# in# order# to# develop# new# teaching# approaches# and#
methodologies#teachers#need#to#work#on#their#own#continuous#training#as#well#as#some#basic#
pedagogical#skills.#According#to#Market#(2009)#it#is#essential#to#always#do#a#good#educational#
process# planning;# to# find# new# ways# to# introduce# topics# for# discussion;# to# provide# some#
minimum# necessary# resources# for# students# to# organize# the# construction# of# their# own#
knowledge;#to#successfully#deal#with#previously#established#schedule#to#meet#the#students;#
to# provide# a# continuous# learning# atmosphere;# to# maintain# constant# interaction# with#
participants# throughout# the# course;# and# to# gain# insight# on# the# technical# and# educational#
resources#it#uses.#
#
The# changes# performed# by#digital# technologies# in# education# have# brought# a# great# deal# of#
impact#on#teachers#and#students.#Both#teachers#and#students#need#to#be#prepared#to#act# in#





The#most#appropriate#and# traditional# learning#and#knowledge#building#environment# is,#of#
course,# the# school.# However,# historically,# school# has# been# proven# to# be# a# traditional# and#
conservative# stage# so# that# new# technologies# arrival# created# somewhat# resistance# to# the#
regular# use# of# these# digital# media.# Adopting# new# teaching# and# learning# techniques# is# a#




The# new# forms# of# teaching# and# learning# are# opening# a# new# paradigm# in# education.#
Considering# these#changes,# this# study#main#purpose# is# to# identify# in#what#extent#a#virtual#
simulated# newsroom# in# Second# Life# could# influence# the# practical# knowhow# of# the#
journalism#students.###
#




students.# The# course# selected# for# this# study# provided# a# great# opportunity# to# explore# the#
value#of#online#teaching#methods.#This#new#teaching#and#learning#way#take#full#advantage#






said# the# teaching/learning# experience# selected# for# this# case# study# provided# a# good#
opportunity#to#evaluate#some#different#online#teaching/learning#methods.#As#the#main#study#
focus#was#about#practical#behaviours,#this#popular#virtual#3?D#platform#showed#to#be#a#very#







underwent# direct# observation.# The# results# showed# that# in# spite# of# many# technological#
handicaps# students# had# a# better# performance# concerning# best# newsroom# practices,# the#
results#also#indicated#that#online#students#learned#just#as#much#as#in#a#face#to#face#situation#
and# also# that# students# enjoyed# the# teaching# and# learning# experience# better# than# the#
traditional#way.#
Literature overview 
Second Life– 3-D virtual world 
According# to# the# official# site,# Second# Life# (a# real# life# simulator# in# 3?D)# is# a# virtual#world#
entirely#built#and#inhabited#by#its#own#residents.#It#was#opened#in#2003#by#Linden#Lab#which#
was# founded# in# 1999# by# Philip# Rosedale.# Second# Life#was# produced#with# the# purpose# of#
creating#a#new#form#of# shared#experience# in#which# individuals# inhabit#a#3?D#environment#
and#build#a#world#around# them.# Its# interface#simulates#a#virtual#world#and#was#originally#
created# to# be# a# game.# However,# as# a# game,# has# atypical# characteristics# as# there# are# no#
predefined# objectives,# there# are# no# opponents# nor#missions.# In# this# interface,# you# create# a#
virtual#character#called#an#avatar#and#interact#with#other#surfersc#electronic#characters.#This#




In# Second# Life# the# only# limit# is# the# imagination# of# everyone.# Thus,# the# strength# of# the#
simulator# is# to# enable# individual#or# collective#activities#development,#which#only#depends#
on#the#creativity#and#insight#essence#of#each#one.#To#Moita#(2008),#Second#Life#is#a#virtual#3?
D# environment# entirely# built# and# inhabited# by# avatars.# It# allows# each# user# to# develop#






living# in# the# virtual# world.# However,# these# numbers# are# not# reliable# figures# for# actual#
consistent#usage#and#Linden#Lab#has#just#recently#released#2011#first#quarter#Economy#Users#




educational# purposes,# looking# for# fun# and# the# ability# to# easily# relate# with# others.# It# is# a#
parallel#world,#where#young#adults#can#live#freely#and#are#given#a#second#life,#assuming#the#
appearance# they# want,# delivering# and# carrying# out# their# plans# so# far# impossible# to# be#
achieved#in#the#real#world.#Currently#many#academic#institutions#from#various#parts#of#the#
world#are#present#in#this#immersive#3?D#environment.#As#so#institutions#and#organizations#
like# NASA# eEducation,# University# of# Porto,# Oxford# University# Computing# Services,#
Columbia# College# Chicago,# Harvard# University,# Tasmanian# Polytechnic,# The# Hong# Kong#




it# allows# students,# tutors,# contents# and# objects# to# create# spaces# for# entertaining# and#
interactive# learning# using# simulations.# Second# Life# allows# users# to# perform# a# diversity# of#
roles# and# participate# in# simulations,# developing# real# life# skills# in# a# virtual# space.# In# some#
cases,#Second#Life#allows#different# situations#exploration# that# students# could#not# complete#
safely# and# easily# in# the# real# world,# like# watching# tragedies,# simulations# of# high?risk#
surgeries,#simulated#trips#to#contexts#of#difficult#access,#etc..#
#
The# above#mentioned# aspects# are# somehow# an# assurance# that# the# exploration# and# use# of#
virtual# worlds# like# Second# Life# in# a# higher# education# classroom# is# a# new# educational#
opportunity# that#will# enable# both# teaching# and# learning,# will# surely# allow# discussing# the#
benefits# of# simulation# through# technology# and# will# implement# a# collaborative# and#
interactive#learning#in#the#classroom.#
Second Life as a learning tool 
All#these#technologies,#which#include#so#many#different#utilities#such#as#social#networking,#
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Second#Life# is# free#to#access#and#allows#its#virtual#residents#(or#avatars)# to#build#their#own#
creations,# allowing# for# an# imaginative# and# personal# virtual# world.# To# use# the# words# of#
Dudeney# (2007),# online?education# consultant,# iSecond# Life# brings# immersive,# immediate#
and# ?#more# importantly# ?# supportive,# social# and# truly# constructivist# ?#potential# to#distance#
learning”.# We# have# also# to# agree# with# Prensky# (2001)# when# he# refers# to# this# younger#
generation# as# “Digital# Natives”.# As# they# have# grown# up# within# a# digital# world# they# see#
digital#technology#as#a#natural#place#to#learn#and#play.#
#
However,# it# has# to# be# considered# that# Second#Life# has# not# primarily# been#developed# as# a#
learning# tool.#Nevertheless# it# can# be# adapted# and#used# to# support# learning# environments.#
Second#Life#offers#many# features# that# can#be#used# in# learning# contexts.#Hayes# (2009a)#has#









inconclusive.# Some#authors# like#Maki# (2000)# found# that# in# an#online#version#of# the# course#
iIntroduction#to#psychologyi#students#scored#significantly#higher#grades#than#students#using#
a#traditional#teaching#methodology.#Also#Twigg#(2003)#observed#that#students#with#different#
scientific# backgrounds# and# pursuing# their# studies# based# on# a# digital# platform# performed#
better# in#national#exams.#Following# this#point#of#view#a#2005#study#by#Conolly#stated# that#
ionline#students#performed#consistently#better#than#the#face?to?face#students.i#
#
Many# other# studies# revealing# the# benefits# of# web?based# education# could# be# mentioned#
nevertheless# there# are# as# many# others# investigations# that# showed# there# is# hardly# any#
advantage# in# this#online#based# learning.# Instead#for# these# investigations# teaching#based#on#







between# the# two# formats# with# regard# to# student# satisfaction# and# student# learningi# after#
comparing#the#two#models#of#teaching#in#a#course#of#Business#Law.#
#
As#for# this#study#after# the# initial#shock#of#being#confronted#by#a#new#educational#strategy,#
students# responded# well# and# quickly# incorporated# this# new# learning# format,# since# most#
were#already#well#acquainted#with#the#technologies#of#communication#in#real#time.#The#big#
difference#in#the#whole#process#was#the#fact# that#students#had#then#the#possibility#to#make#
their# time# management# schedule# all# the# tasks# requested# even# comfortably# from# home.#
Another#online#learning#advantage#is#that#it#can#overcome#much#faster#any#communication#
barrier#resulting#from#personality#traits#such#as#shyness.#
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Second Life as a practical teaching strategy 




professional# and# everyday# life.# The# curriculum# should# also#promote# cooperative# learning,#
encourage#creativity#and#promote#knowledge#sharing.##
#
Teachers# in#order# to#adapt# themselves# to#a# flexible#curriculum#need# to# invest# in# their#own#
training# by# developing# some# basic# skills# to# easily# move# through# technology# education.#














as# online# authoring# interfaces,# interaction,#mediation# and# educational# online# collaborative#
knowledge#production.#Teaching# should# therefore#be# focused#on# the#quest# for#meaningful#
information,# research# and# development# projects# in# a# collaborative# learning# environment,#
which# involves# knowledge,# skills# or# attitude# gaining.# This# should# result# from# interaction#




to# the# team#work# because# each# student# can# carry# out# the# role#with#which# they# feel#more#
familiar#in#any#given#situation.#
#
Another# key# issue# in# online# teaching# is# interactivity.# According# to# Thomas# (2001)# “It# is#
believed# by# many# educationalists# that# interactive# courseware# which# allows# clearning# by#
doingc#arouses#interest#and#generates#motivation#providing#a#more#engaging#experience#for#
the# learner.”# Thomas# (2001)# also# considers# “Simulations# and#modelling# tools# are# the# best#
examples# of# complex,# meaningful# interactivity# .…# With# such# applications,# learners# can#
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The study 
Methodology 









RQ3:#What#are# the# students’# expectations#prior#and#after#using#a#new#online# teaching#and#
learning#methodology?#
#
The#main# focus# of# the# procedure#was# to# virtually# create# a# newsroom#where# students# and#
their# teacher# could# gather# together# and# decide# the# agenda.# The# group# met# periodically#
foreseeing# the# problems# and# discussed# collaboratively# ways# to# solve# those# issues# so# all#
together# prepared# news# gathering# strategies# in# a# collectively# manner.# Those# meetings#
provided# that# the# teacher# could# closely# accompanying# the# studentsc# work# progress,# since#
getting# in# touch# with# the# sources,# getting# interviews,# news# gathering,# organizing#
information,#and#reporting.#
#
In#world#meetings#aimed#as#well# to# support# students#and# in# real# classes# the#group#usually#
discussed#problems#they#had#faced#and#new#strategies# for#success#stories.#As#a#motivation#




• In# world# meetings# were# also# focused# on# the# best# approach# choice# for# the#
articles.#







Online# teaching#methods#were#developed#over# four# in#world# 60#minute# sessions#and# these#
sessions# had# each# been# themed# to# focus# on# specific# aspects# of# the# journalism# curriculum#
content.# Prior# to# each# online# session# there# was# 30# minutes# real# life# class# mainly# for#
technological#preparation#and# to#discuss#solutions# for# the# issues#students#had#been# facing.#
Newsroom#meetings# took# 60#minutes# but# students# had# to# return#back# in?world#whenever#
they# needed# in# order# to# get# the# interviews# and# the# news# gathering# done# as# they# were#
depending#on#sourcesc#agendas.#
#





reporting# skills.# So# all# the#writing#work#was#made# during# these# face?to?face# sessions# and#
after#being#reviewed#by# the#editor/teacher# the#articles#were#published#on#a# real# life#e?zine.#




toward# learning# experiences# in# traditional# face?to?face# and# online# journalism# courses.#
Respondents# included#53#undergraduates#taking#the# journalism#course#via#face?to?face#and#




• Computer# literacy:# to# assess# technology# skills# and# confidence# using# those#
skills.#At#the#same#time#students#were#invited#to#rate#their#internet#access#off#
campus.#







also# showed# that# 3?D#multi?user# environments# can# provide# a# highly# immersive# and# very#




Students# reported# significantly#better# than# they#did# at# the#beginning.#However# the# course#
format# appeared# to# have# no# impact# on# perceived# knowledge# gained.# This#means# that# the#
averages#were#virtually#identical#for#these#students#and#for#previous#year’s#students#where#
only#a#face?to?face#class#was#taken.#Nevertheless#students#showed#a#lot#more#interest#in#the#
















Student# strategies# for# the# use# of# Second#Life,# such# as# thinking# about# creative# solutions# to#




previous# studies# from# Munguba,# Matos# and# Silva# (2003)# which# confirm# that# electronic#
media#can#help#structuring#strategies#improving#awareness,#attention#and#motivation.#
















The# strategy# performed# in# this# virtual# environment# was# developed# in# order# to# meet# the#
expectations#of# young#people# in# the# classroom#and# in# their# academic#preparation.#And# so#
students# assessed# that# discussing# the# strategies# according# to# the# new# methodology# and#
study# time# which# included# topics# such# as# optimization# of# the# time,# healthy# work# and#
educational# skills# in# identifying# and# solving# problems,# promoting# analysis# and# synthesis,#
proposed# a# different# study,# capable# of# promoting# a# better# reflection# and# the# successful#
execution#of#tasks.#These#results#pointed#out#the#need#for#schools#to#reflect#on#their#teaching#







learning#experiences#more# creative#and#participatory.#Towards# this#objective,# this# research#
proposed#a#way# to#use# this# revolutionary# tool# in#order# to#put# into#practice# individual#and#
collective# intelligence# increasing# opportunities# for# group# experiential# learning,# multiple#
perspectives#exploration#and#using#collaborative# learning# to#develop#and#share#alternative#















It# should# be# noted,# however,# that# the# uses# of# Second# Life# in# education# are# not# limited# to#
lectures,#conversation#and#discussion#of#issues.#On#the#contrary,#in#the#metaverse#it#is#possible#
to#do#other#virtual#interaction#experiences#as#differentiated#practices#on#various#educational#
topics# with# positive# outcomes.# As# has# been# reported# by# the# students,# they# enjoyed# the#
experience# and# they# appeared# to# learn# the# information.# Overall,# this# technology# was#
positively# received,# although# some# students# expressed# concerns# over# the# technology#
challenges# associated# with# its# integration# into# classes.# The# dominant# presence# of# the#
exploration# frame# suggests# that# Second# Life# is# both# a# new# technology# with# much# to# be#
examined# and# a# tool# that# can# encourage# the# exploratory# aspects# of# the# practical# learning#
process.#
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#
With# students# requesting# more# flexible# teaching# schedules# and# more# creative# learning#
experiments,#virtual#environments#like#Second#Life#are#necessary#in#the#development#of#the#

















































An exploration of social-networking sites as a virtual 







can# be# adapted# into# virtual# learning# environments.# In# particular,# this# study# uses# the#
think?aloud# technique# to# examine# university?students’# use# of# and# interaction# with#
Facebook.#Twenty?six#Teesside#University#students#who#were#also#Facebook#users#took#
part# in# the# study.# From# participants’# observation,# three#major# factors,#which# could# be#
mapped# on# to# three# psychological# needs:# relatedness,# pleasure?stimulation# and,#
popularity?influence,# were# identified# as# their# reasons# for# using# the# Website.# Future#
research#should#investigate#social#networking#in#the#context#of#immersive#environments#
and#ways#in#which#they#can#be#best#supported#for#in#a#virtual#learning#environment.#
Keywords:0 immersive#environments,#virtual# learning#environments,# social#networking,#
Facebook,#think?aloud#
Introduction 
The# use# of# virtual# reality# in# education# has# in# recent# years# become# more# commonplace.#
Advances# in# virtual?reality# technologies,# however,# are# opening# doors# to# a# broad#














online# communities,# such# as# virtual# learning# environments,# are# becoming# increasingly#
similar#as#places#where#students#and#scholars#work,#collaborate,#plan#and#share#(Mitchell#&#
Watstein,# 2007).# For# example,# Websites# such# as# Moodle,# a# free#Web# application# used# by#
educators# to#create# interactive#online# learning#sites#and#Blackboard,#a#commercial# learning#
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management# system#used# in#delivering#online#classes,# are#widely#used# in#universities#and#
classrooms#around#the#world.#
#
With# over# 700# million# users# worldwide,# the# global# importance# of# Facebook# as# a# social#
networking#platform#is#beyond#doubt.#Facebook’s#popularity#particularly#among#university#
students#has#prompted#research#to#explore#ways#in#which#social#networking#can#be#adapted#
into# virtual# learning# environments.# Increasingly# researchers# are# exploring# ways# to# take#
advantage#of#the#access#that#Facebook#offers#to#both#seek#information#about#user#needs#and#
preferences# and#promote# services# and# resources# to# students# and#others# in# the# community#
(Mitchell#&#Watstein,#2007).##
Virtual learning environments 
According# to# Mitchell# and# Watstein# (2007),# virtual# learning# environments# are# software#













et# al.,# 2002).#Thus#universities# and#other# institutions#are# increasingly# turning# to# the#use#of#
virtual# learning# environments# in# order# to# save# cost# on# teaching# staff,# provide# services# for#
long?distance# students# and/or# those# on# different# campuses,# and# to# ensure# that# quality#
control# requirements# are# met# by# providing# a# standard# vehicle# for# collecting# required#
information.# In# the# following# section,# similarities# between# virtual# learning# environments#
and#social#networking#sites#will#be#discussed.#
Virtual learning environments and social networking 
Research#has#shown#that#cooperative#learning#solutions#can#promote#students’#achievement#
within# problem?solving# settings# as# well# as# higher# productivity,# greater# social# skill#
development,# and# increased# self?esteem# (Johnson# &# Johnson,# 1989,# 1994).# Recent# Web#
applications# are# integrating#virtual#worlds# and# learning# tools# in# a#new#way.# For# example,#
Sloodle#(Figure#1),#an#open?source#system,#bridges#the#communication#gap#between#Second#









Similarly,# Edusim,# a# three?dimensional# multi?user# virtual?world# platform# and# authoring#
toolkit#can#be#extended#to#allow#multiple#classrooms#connect# their# interactive#whiteboards#
for#collaborative#learning#sessions.#Therefore,#this#paper#describes#an#approach#that#could#be#
used# in# studies# that# involve#collaborative# learning#processes# in# immersive#virtual# learning#
environments#such#as#Second#Life#and#social#networking#sites#such#as#Facebook.##
Comparison of Second Life and Facebook0
Second#Life#is#an#Internet?based#virtual#world#that#offers#novel#and#intuitive#ways#to#browse#





has#more# than# doubled# since#October# 2006#when# the# one?millionth# resident# joined.#As# of#
October# 2011,# Second# Life’s# total# population# has# been# reported# to# be# over# 25# million#
registered#virtual#citizens#or#‘Lifers’,#all#of#whom#has#signed#in#at#least#once#with#their#own#
fully# textured,# customisable#high?resolution# avatar# (Second# life# grid# survey,# 2011).# Second#
Life’s# popularity# could# be# attributed# to# various# qualities# including# its# host# of# advanced#





result#of# the#social# interaction#about#or#around#the# information# it#provides# (Dillenbourg#et#
al.,# 2002).#According# to#Boulos#et#al.# (2007),#3?D#virtual#worlds#such#as#Second#Life#can#be#
considered#as# 3?D#versions#of# social#networks# ?# for# example#Facebook# ?#where#people# can#
collaboratively#create#and#edit#objects# in#the#virtual#world,#besides#meeting#each#other#and#
interacting# with# existing# objects.# In# addition,# Mason# (2006)# argues# that# Facebook# shares#
many# qualities# of# a# good# ‘official’# education# technology# in# its# reflective# element# to# use#
mechanisms# for# peer# feedback# and# goodness?of?fit# with# the# social# context# of# learning.# In#




being# a# network# of# participation,# Second# Life# and# Facebook# could# be# seen# as# helping#
learners# build# communities# of# practice,# collaborate#with# peers# in# group#work,# create# and#
share# content.# Other# similarities# between# online# social?networking# environments# such# as#








• Asynchronous# communication# for# example,# through# the# use# of# group#
discussion#and/or#bulletin#boards.#
Think-Aloud to study interaction with Facebook 
This# study# used# the# think?aloud# technique# to# examine# university# students’# use# of# and#
interaction#with#Facebook.#The#use#of#the#think?aloud#technique#in#research#was#supported#
by#Stratman#and#Hamp?Lyons#(1994)#who#suggested#that#there#is#little#research#in#this#area#
particularly# in# relation# to# computer# applications.# The# think?aloud# technique# involves# the#




their# thoughts,# feelings# and# opinions#while# interacting#with# an# artefact,# solving# a# specific#
problem#or#performing#a#task#as#they#use#a#product,#device#or#manual#(van#den#Haak#et#al.,#
2003;# Nielsen# &# Chavan,# 2007).# This# request# is# only# repeated# if# necessary# in# order# to#
encourage#a#participant#to#always#say#what#he#or#she#is#thinking#while#performing#the#task#
at# hand,# should# they# lapse# into# silence.# By# thinking# aloud# while# performing# a# task,#





were# told#to# think?aloud#while#browsing#a#popular#social?networking#site# (Facebook)# for#a#
maximum#period# of# 30#minutes.#More#details# of# the# think?aloud# study# are# presented# in# a#
separate#publication.#Following#the#think?aloud#task,#each#participant#was#asked#to#complete#
a#questionnaire#measuring#acceptance#of#and#interaction#experience#with#Facebook.#




Twenty?six# participants# were# recruited# for# the# study# through# an# advertisement# on# the#
Department# of# Psychology’s# research?participant# management# system.# Eligibility#
requirements#were#being#enrolled#for#full?time#or#part?time#study#at#the#Teesside#University#
and# having# a# social?networking# (Facebook)# account.# The# sample# consisted# of# nineteen#
female# (73%)#and#seven#male# (27%)#participants,#with#an#average#age#of# 23#years# (mean#=#
22.88,#SD#=#8.37).#There#were# twenty?four#undergraduate#and# two#postgraduate#university#
students,#all#of#whom#were#studying#full?time#courses#and#had#access#to#the#Internet.#Mean#
years# of# experience# using# the# Internet# was# 8.58# (SD# =# 2.50,# range:# 4?15# years).# Only# one#
participant#did#not#own#a#computer.##
 





(n# =# 7)# used# these# sites# in# public# places# such# as# an# airport.# All# participants# used# social?
networking# sites# at# least# once# a#week#with#most# using# such# sites# either# 5?7# times# a#week#
(36%),# 10?15# times# a# week# (27%),# or# more# than# 15# times# a# week# (18%).# One?third# of#




Materials# used# for# the# study# included# a# desktop# computer# (Intel# Pentium# 4,# 3.20# GHz,#




Each# participant# was# asked# to# complete# a# consent# form# and# the# first# questionnaire,#
requesting# demographic# information.# After# completing# the# first# questionnaire,# an#
introductory#video#was#shown#to# the#participants# followed#by#a#short#practice# task,#which#
involved#the#use#of#a#virtual#learning#environment#(Figure#2).#Verbal#and#paper#instructions#
were#then#given#to#the#participants#on#how#to#perform#the#think?aloud#task.##
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Figure02.0Blackboard0Website,0a0virtual0learning0environment0 
Main task: using Facebook while thinking aloud  
Once# the# think# aloud# task# was# completed,# each# participant# was# asked# to# complete# the#




In# order# to# analyse# the# think?aloud# data# that# were# collected,# the# video# recordings# were#
observed# and# the# audio# files# were# transcribed.# According# to# Young# (2005),# typing# out#
complete#verbal#protocols# as#verbatim#as#possible# is#very# important# in#order# to#be# able# to#
apply# reliable# interpretations.# Therefore,# all# verbalisations# were# typed# out,# including#
utterances# by# the# participants# that# had# no# bearing# on# the# activity.# The# recordings# were#
watched# repeatedly# and# the# transcript#was# divided# into# 500# units# of# thought# (Riffe# et# al.,#
2005).#The#units#of# thought#are#referred#to#as#comments# later#on.# Interpretative#notes#were#
also#made#alongside#the#transcriptions#so#as#to#identify#the#types#of#thinking#evident#in#the#
think?aloud#data#(Miles#&#Huberman,#1994).#
Motivation for using social-networking sites 
Following# the# think?aloud# task# and# transcription,# three# components# were# identified# as#
participants’#motives#for#using#social?networking#sites#(see#Table#1).#Staying#in#contact#with#
friends,# family# and# the# university# was# the# most# prominent# factor# observed# in# most#
participants# (73%)# for# using# social?networking# sites.# This# was# summed# up# by# one# of# the#














To#have#fun#and#for#entertainment# ###########5# ##190 Pleasure?stimulation0
To#gain#attention#from#others0 ##20 ####80 Popularity?influence0
Total0 260 1000 0
#
Participants# also#used# social?networking# sites# for# fun# and# entertainment.# This#motive#was#
observed#in#about#one?fifth#of#participants#(19%)#with#the#following#comment#examples#“to#
play# games# when# I# am# too# tired# of# reading”# and# “something# to# do# if# I# am# bored”.#
Furthermore,#a#smaller#percentage#of#participants#(8%)#used#social?networking#sites#to#gain#
attention#from#other#people#by#sharing#their#thoughts#and#feelings#with#others.#
Motivation analysed as psychological needs 
Sheldon# et# al.# (2001)# analysed# 10# human# needs# (autonomy,# competence,# relatedness,# self?
actualisation?meaning,#physical#thriving,#pleasure?stimulation,#money?luxury,#security,#self?
esteem# and# popularity?influence)# in# an# attempt# to# determine# which# are# the# most#
fundamental# for# humans.# They# demonstrated# that# psychological# needs# are# particular#
qualities#of#experience# that#all#people#require# to# thrive.#Therefore,#participants’#motivation#
for# using# social# networking# sites# was# analysed# in# relation# to# the# universal# human# needs#
proposed#by#Sheldon#et#al.#(2001).#The#following#three#psychological#needs#were#found#to#be#




in# contact# with# friends# and# family# as# a# major# reason# for# using# a# social?networking# site.#




Pleasure?stimulation# was# observed# in# 19%# of# participants# as# motivation# for# using# social?
networking# sites.# According# to# Sheldon# et# al.# (2001),# the# need# for# pleasure?stimulation,#
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Popularity-influence 
The#need# for#popularity?influence#was#observed# in# about# 8%#of#participants’# responses# as#
another#important#motive#to#use#social?networking#sites.#Popularity?influence#was#described#
by# Sheldon# et# al.# (2001)# as# a# feeling# of# being# liked,# respected,# and# having# influence# over#
others# rather# than# feeling# like# a# person#whose# advice# or# opinions# no# one# is# interested# in.#
Thus,#when#participants#mentioned#gaining#attention#from#others#as#one#of#their#motives#for#





work,# plan# and# share# information# on# both# platforms.# Also,# the# informal# and# collective#
qualities#of#Facebook#were#seen#to#mirror# that#of# three?dimensional#virtual#worlds#such#as#
Second#Life.#Although#Second#Life#boasts#of#several#million#registered#users#who#have#used#
it# at# least# once,# only# a# fraction# could# be# classified# as# active# Second# Life# users.# This# is# in#
contrast# to# Facebook#which# has# a#more# significant# number# of# registered# and# active# users.#




In# addition,# participants’# interaction# with# popular# social# networking# site,# Facebook# was#




(relatedness,# pleasure?stimulation,# popularity?influence# respectively)# as# described# by#
Sheldon# et# al.# (2001).# Due# to# the# similarities# between# social# networking# sites# and# virtual#
learning#environments,# the#question#arises#how#similar# the#motives# shown#by#participants#


















































Extending collaborative learning beyond the 









Abstract.# In# this# paper# we# outline# some# of# the# potentialities# and# barriers# of# 3BD#
immersive#virtual#worlds#when#used# in#a# learning#context#combined#with#other#online#




in# richer# interactions# at# times# that# are#more# convenient# to# their#work# /# study#patterns,#
with# no# physical# restrictions.#Online#web# 2.0# tools,# by# being# available# at# anytime# and#
anywhere#and#user# friendly,# can#enhance#students’# collaboration#and#sharing,#promote#
students’#socialization#and#improve#classroom#cohesion.#





as# a# way# to# provide# education# in# a# more# effective# way# to# a# broader# community.# Online#




Management# System),# a# LCM# (Learning# Content# System),# or# a# Web# 2.0# tool# (or# some#
mixture).# These# options,# however,# show# limitations# in# terms# of# communication# and#
interaction#levels#that#can#be#achieved#between#students#and#between#students#and#teachers.#
Most#learning#systems#are#asynchronous#and#do#not#allow#an#effective#realBtime#interaction,#
collaboration# and# cooperation.# Whilst# they# typically# have# synchronous# chats# and#
whiteboards,# these# capabilities# are# often# sterile# and# do# not# stimulate# the# appropriate#
interactions#that#enhance#learning.#A#rich#interaction#does#not#necessarily#involve#just#verbal#
exchange#since#there#is#huge#learning#value#to#be#gained#from#interacting#with#the#learning#





soil# erosion,# or# building# and# walking# inside# an# heart# model# or# a# car# engine.# All# this# is#
possible# in# a# 3BD# immersive# virtual# world.# Students# can# engage# at# a# distance# building#
content#in#realBtime,#collaboratively#and#interactively.#On#the#net#there#can#be#found#an#array#
of#virtual#worlds,#however#we#have#chosen#Second#Life#to#show#how#teaching#and#learning#
can#be#enhanced# through# the#use#of# this#methodology.#Second#Life# is# immersive,#enabling#
users#to#interact,#communicate#and#collaborate#as#if#in#the#real#world.#Second#Life#is#a#model#
of# the#real#world,# it#shows#an#accurate#physics#simulation#and#it# includes#a#meteorological#
and#gravitational#system;#as#such,#anything#can#be#modelled#and#simulated.#Each#user#in#the#
environment#is#represented#by#an#avatar#with#all#the#features#of#a#human#being#and#avatars#
can# manipulate# the# environment.# Scientific# experiments# can# be# held# in# a# very# safe# and#
controlled#environment,#and#can#be#directly# conducted#by# the# scientist,# teacher#or# tutor# in#
charge.# Scientific# fields# such# as# architecture,# history,# medicine,# biology,# sociology,#
programming,# languages# learning# among# many# others# can# all# be# tested# and# researched#
through# this# virtual# world.# In# next# section# we# will# outline# some# examples# of# the# above#
mentioned#features#and#potentialities.##
Virtual Worlds - immersive experiences 
In#a#virtual#world#such#as#Second#Life#people#can#have#immersive#experiences.#It#is#a#multiB
user,# collaborative# or# shared# virtual# environment.# These# environments# or# systems# allow#
users#to#experience#other#participants#as#being#present# in#the#same#space,# they#can#interact#
with# each# other;# this# creates# the# feeling# of# being# there# together# (Schroeder,# 2008).# This#
definition# is# focused#on#sensory#experience.# In#a#virtual#world#“Interaction#with# the#world#
takes# place# in# real# time.#When# you# do# something# in# the#world,# you# can# expect# feedback#
almost# immediately.# The#world# is# shared.# The#world# is# (at# least# some# degree)# persistent”#
(Bartle,# 2004),# so# there# is# an# interaction# between#users# despite# not# being# physically# in# the#
same#space# (Wankel#&#Kingsley,#2008),# stimulating# immersive# learning.#A#virtual#world# is#
also#called#as#metaverse.#The# term#metaverse#was#coined# in#Neal#Stephenson’s#1992#novel#
Snow% Crash.# Many# of# the# virtual# worlds# we# know# today# are# based# on# Stephenson’s#
metaverse# concept,# where# “humans,# as# avatars,# interact# with# each# other# and# software#
agents,# in#a#threeBdimensional#space#that#uses#the#metaphor#of#the#real#world”#(Wikipedia,#
2008).# American# National# Standards# (2007)# defines# a# virtual# world# as# a# simulated#
environment# that# appears# to# have# the# characteristics# of# some# other# environment,# and# in#
which#participants#perceive#themselves#as#interactive#parts.#For#Bell#(2008),#a#virtual#world#is#
a# synchronous,# persistent# network# of# people,# represented# by# avatars# and# facilitated# by#
computers.# PCMagazinebs# encyclopedia# defines# a# virtual# world# as# a# “3BD# computer#
environment# in# which# users# are# represented# on# screen# as# themselves# or# as# madeBup#




education# levels.# For# instance,# as# PCMagazine# notes,# “there# are# countless# Second# Life#
cultures#and#subcultures#organized#around#arts,#sports,#games#and#other#areas.#Groups#can#
be#formed#that#simulate#miniBcompanies#and#miniBcommunities.#Even#real#companies,#such#
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as# CocaBCola# and# Adidas# participate# in# Second# Life# as# a# marketing# venue.# Numerous#
universities,# including# Harvard,# Princeton# and# Vassar,# offer# online# classes.# Religious#
organizations# hold#meetings# and# starting#with# the#Maldives# and# Sweden,# countries# have#
created# virtual# embassies.# People# find# partners,# have# virtual# sex# and# even# get#married# in#
Second# Life.# In# other# words,# Second# Life# is# the# virtual# real# world”# (PCMagazine,# 2011).#
Taking#in#account#our#experience,#literature#review#and#the#research#that#is#being#developed,#
the# virtual#world#we# believe# offers# better# features# and#more# potentialities# for# educational#
use#is#Second#Life.#
Connecting learners through Virtual Worlds 
Social# technologies,# like#virtual#worlds#and#web#2.0# tools,# can#bring#an#amount#of#benefits#
















capabilities# and# motivation# to# interact.# The# borders# of# the# learning# environment# become#
diffused,# therefore# a# careful# planning# and#management# is#mandatory.#Virtual#worlds# and#
Web# 2.0# tools# have# their# own# dynamics# and# are# transient# environments# B# moderation#
becomes# a# requirement.# Students# are# free# to# learn# according# with# their# own# patterns,#
however#a#teacher#or#tutor#should#be#a#constant#presence#to#guide#and#moderate.#
#
Another#aspect# to#consider# is# the#difficulties# in#designing# the#new#models#of# teaching#and#
learning# (Instructional# Design).# On# the# other# hand# higher# level# of# anxiety# are# often#
associated#with# computerBmediated# communication#which#may# limit# the# degree# of# social#
interaction.#In#order#to#build#group#relationships#and#dynamics,#students#need#to#trust#each#
other,# feel# a# sense# of# belonging;# and# feel# close# to# each# other# before# they# engage# in#
collaboration#and#sharing#B#sense#of#community#belonging.#
Second Life as learning environment 
Second#Life# is# a# free# to# use# 3BD#multiBuser# virtual#world,# immersive,# imagined,# designed,#
built# and# created#by# its#users# (residents# or# avatars).# It# is# considered# a#playground# for# our#
imagination,#a#limitless#platform#–#design,#build,#code,#perform#and#collaborate,#expanding#
the#boundaries#of#creativity.#It#is#a#real#life#simulator#(Loureiro#&#Bettencourt,#2010).#
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The# immersive#nature#of#SL#allows#walk# through#contents# and# information# B# students# can#
learn#by#living#or#experiencing.#With#a#3BD#representation#of#‘self’#–#the#avatar#B#learning#can#
be# done# in# the# 1st# person.# Features# like# communication,# cooperation,# collaboration,#
interaction#and#information#sharing#are# in#real# time.#Students#can# learn#by#doing#and#they#
















• Learning# by# championing# B# students# can# get# involved# into# activities# and# causes#
related#and#with#an#impact#in#realBlife#(such#as#cancer#campaign,#earthquake#victims#
support);#
• Learning#by#expressing#B#students#can#show#and#present# their# inBworld#activities# to#
outBside# world# audience,# by# authoring# blogs,# machinimas,# papers,# posters# or# by#
participating#in#conferences#and#meetings.#
• #
By# exploring# those# potentialities,# virtual# classrooms# can# emerge# and# learning# can# be#
enhanced.#
#
One#particularly# interesting# feature#of#version#2.0#of#SL#viewer# is# the#possibility#of#adding#
shared# media# to# an# object.# This# means# anyone# can# add# webBbased# media# content# to# the#
surface#of#any#object#and#place#it#inBworld#or#attach#it#to#an#avatar.#For#instance,#it#is#possible#




of# connecting# and# integrating# it# into# SL# B# through# Sloodle# (Simulation# Linked# Object#
Oriented#Dynamic#Learning#Environment).#The#use#of#LMS#in#eBlearning#has#limitations#as#
the#students#only#have#to#deal#with#specific#activities#(Yasar#&#Adiguzel,#2010)#but#Sloodle#
provides# a# variety# of# tools# for# supporting# learning# contexts# in# immersive# virtual#
environments,# providing# experiences# and# opportunities# for# students# to# collaborate,#
cooperate# and# interact# with# the# objects.# By# connecting# Moodle# and# SL# it# is# possible,# for#
instance,#to#have#the#same#chat#session#running#in#realBtime#on#both#platforms#–#students#can#
chose# in# which# one# to# be,# or# connect# at# both.# Chat# logs# are# also# saved# in# the# Moodle#
database.#A#tool,#called#WebBintercom,#can#be#used#pto#enhance#the#communication#between#
learners#who#are#involved#in#the#activities#within#both#SL#and#Moodle”#(Yasar#&#Adiguzel,#
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2010)#and#is#important#to#students#as#“an#aideBmemoir#and#to#help#them#reflect#later#on#their#
experiences# in# the# virtual#world”# (Livingstone,# Kemp#&# Edgar,# 2008).# Another# feature# of#
Sloodle# is# that# SL# and# Moodle# accounts# can# be# linked.# This# feature# provides# a# better#
management#of#students’#progress,#allowing#teacher#to#track#students#by#their#avatar#names#
(Yasar# &# Adiguzel,# 2010).# It# is# also# possible# to# set# quizzes# B# QuizChair# B# where# students#
“attempt#a#standard#Moodle#multipleBchoice#quiz#inside#SL,#with#the#answers#being#stored#
on#Moodle”# (Kem,#Livingstone#&#Bloomfield,# 2009)# (in#Yasar#&#Adiguzel,# 2010).# Students#
can#create#3BD#objects#and#deliver#their#assignment#using#the#dropBbox#tool#and#teachers#can#
review# their#work#and#provide# feedback# in#Moodle# (Livingstone,#Kemp#&#Edgar,#2008).# It#
also# has# the# Presenter# tool# with# the# possibility# of# showing# slides# and/or# webpages,# for#
students#and#teacher#share#their#work.#For#those#who#like#to#have#a#more#close#control#over#
participants# it# is# also# possible# to# set# (via# a# Sloodle# toolbar)# a# function# to# collect# a# list# of#
avatars#or#Moodle#users#connected#at#a#certain#time/date.#
#
In# next# section# we#will# describe# a# study# that# is# being# carried# out# and# how# learning# was#
orchestrated#in#an#extended#classroom.#
Second Life & Web 2.0 tools as an extended classroom - the case study 
The# main# research# motivation# came# up# from# a# problem# detected# in# classes.# There# were#
students# with# different# levels# of# confidence;# fullBtime# (day# class)# and# partBtime# students#
(night#class);#only#meet#each#class#once#a#week.#Teacher#wanted#students#to#work#in#groups#
and# to# actively#participate# and# collaborate# in# class# activities.# The#dilemma# came#up#when#
teacher# started# to# wonder# how# to# engage# all# students# and# how# to# support# all# students.#
Create#an#extended#classroom#by#using#virtual#worlds#and#web#2.0#seemed#to#be#a#way.#A#
case#study#was#outlined#and#set#to#gain#experience#of#the#use#of#virtual#worlds#(Second#Life)#













The# study# research# question# was# to# understand# if# there# are# best# practices# orchestrating#
learning#in#virtual#and#immersive#environments#and#if# they#will#enhance#blended#learning#
through# knowledge# sharing.# Study# components# are# related# with# construction# and#
knowledge# sharing;# interpersonal# relationships/interactions;# collaborative# virtual#
environments# (CVE).#The#premise# is# that# socialization# is#a#key# factor# for# collaborative#and#
social# learning# B# and# that#means# connecting,# communicating,# interacting# and# establishing#
relationships.# Main# background# theories# that# underpins# research# are# Connectivism#
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of# education.# Students# belong# to# two#different# groups,# undergraduate# regular# day# classes#
and#undergraduate#mature#night#classes#(ages#>#23#years#old).#They#follow#exactly#the#same#
syllabus#in#an#identical#curriculum.#This#is#a#non#probabilistic#sample#(by#convenience).#


















The# tools# used# in# the# now# extended# classroom# are# Moodle# (official# faculty# LMS);# Diigo#
(prescribed# by# teacher);# Second# Life# (pselectedp# by# students)# and# Facebook# (on# students#
request).#
 
In# Fig.# 1# we# present# an# image# showing# how# learning# was# orchestrated# in# the# extended#
classroom#in#order#to#enhance#knowledge#sharing#and#socialization#among#students.#








































Design#and# implement# an# extended# classroom# through# the#use#of# online# tools# and#virtual#
worlds# requires# preparation,# time# and#means.#We# cannot# take# participation# in# computerB
supported# collaborative# learning# (CSCL)# environments# for# granted,# there# is# the# need# to#
ignite# and#maintain# it.# Students# have# to# be# prompt# and# reminded# about# their# roles,# they#
should# be# able# to# embrace# autonomy# but# teacher# needs# to# provide# the# right# incentives.#
Interactivity# has# to# be# improved# (two# way# connection# between# distributed# students)# by#
organising#social#interaction,#collaboration#and#shared#activities#B#otherwise#it#is#unlikely#to#
occur# or# be# meaningful.# In# an# extended# classroom,# teacher# also# has# to# foster# a# sense# of#
community#and#encourage#development#of#a#social#presence.#
#
Do#not# replicate# traditional# classrooms# in#online#environments,# it# is#pointless# if#what#only#
changes#is#the#place/space#(I#mean#there#is#no#point#having#students#sit#in#rows#listening#to#
lecturers# in#a#virtual#environment#for# instance)# B# take#advantage#of# the#potentialities#of# the#
virtual#space#in#use.#Employ#designs#that#focus#on#collaborative,#networked#communication#
and# interaction# which# seems# to# be# what# students# expect# nowadays# –# without# losing# the#

















































Facilitating creativity in pre-service teacher 







Pre?service# teacher# education# courses# need# to# develop# approaches# to# incorporate#
opportunities# for#creative# thinking# into#all#subject#areas.#The#use#of#virtual#worlds#as#a#
unique#environment# in#which# to# facilitate# teaching#and# learning#activities#presents#one#
way# to# address# this# problem.# The# virtual#world# of# Second# Life#was# used# in# two# pre?
service#teacher#courses#at#a#regional#university#in#Australia.#The#courses#involved#were#
curriculum# specialisation:# visual# arts# 1# and# science# and# technology# education#





In# 2008# the#Australian#Curriculum,#Assessment# and#Reporting#Authority# (ACARA)#began#
the# process# of# developing# a# national# curriculum# for# Australian# primary# and# secondary#
schools.# Central# to# the# process# is# the# premise# that# education# should# support# “all# young#
Australians#to#become#successful#learners,#confident#and#creative#individuals#and#active#and#
informed# citizens”# as# outlined# in# the# Melbourne# Declaration# on# Educational# Goals# for#
Young#Australians# (2008).# The#draft#Australian# curriculum#documents# emphasize# creative#
thinking#as#one#of# the# ‘general#capabilities’# that#will#assist#students# in# the#21st#century#“to#
generate# and# evaluate# knowledge,# ideas# and# possibilities,# and# use# them# (in# combination#
with# critical# thinking)# when# seeking# new# pathways# or# solutions”# (ACARA,# 2010,# p.# 19).#
From# the# late# 1990’s# when# many# nation?states’# schools# and# pre?schools# undertook#
educational# reforms# the# resulting# new# curricula# usually# encompassed# creativity# (Craft,#
2003).##The#National#Curriculum#in#the#United#Kingdom#emphasized#creative#thinking#skills#
and# defined# these# as# follows:# ‘Creative# thinking# skills# …# enable# pupils# to# generate# and#
extend# ideas,# to# suggest# hypotheses,# to# apply# imagination,# and# to# look# for# alternative#
innovative# outcomes’# (National# Curriculum# Handbook# for# Primary# and# Secondary#
Teachers,#1999#cited# in#Craft,#2003).# In#Hong#Kong#creativity# is#seen# to#be#one#of# the# three#
significant#generic#skills#across#subject#areas#(Cheng,#2011).#Teachers#are#expected#to#provide#
a# classroom# environment# that# enhances# creativity# where# creative# thinking# and# creative#
problem#solving#abilities#are#rewarded#and#valued#(Curriculum#Development#Council,#2002#
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cited# in# Cheng,# 2011,# p.# 68);# in# Israel# creative# thinking# is# an# important# component# of#
curricula#(Zohar,#2008).#In#fact#Craft#(2003)#saw#creativity#as#a#response#to#our#21st#century#
world# where# “continual# innovation# and# resourcefulness”# are# necessary# to# maintain# a#
healthy#economy#(p.#114).#
#
The# emphasis# on# creativity# in# the# Australian# Curriculum#means# that# practicing# teachers,#
pre?service#teachers#and#University#lecturers#who#are#preparing#the#pre?service#teachers#for#
their# future# ‘Australian# curriculum’# classrooms# are# required,# in# all# subject# areas,# to#
incorporate#a#range#of#experiences#for#their#students#that#will#enhance#creativity.#A#number#
of#myths#about#creativity#have#been#identified#by#McWilliam,#Poronnik#and#Taylor#(2008,#p.#
230);# these# myths# include:# creativity# is# ‘artiness’;# creativity# is# individual# genious# and#
idiosyncrasy;# creativity# is# not# enoconmically# valuable;# or# not# rigorous,# systematic# or#
learnable.# Although# there# are# considerable# efforts# to# expell# these# myths# (Kaufman# &#
Sternberg,#2007#cited#in#McWilliam#et#al.)#the#specific#inclusion#of#creativity#poses#a#number#
of# challenges# for# educators# outside# of# what# might# traditionally# be# considered# ‘creative’#
subject#areas#such#as#the#Arts.##
What is Creativity? 
What#creativity#actually#means#is#unclear#(Gibson,#2005).#In#addition#it#is#sometimes#argued#
as# to# whether# children# are# active# and# creative# beings (Sawyer et al., 2003 cited in 
Gl˘aveanu, 2011).# However# Gl˘aveanu# believed# that# children# should# be# considered# as#
creative# individuals# where# their# form# of# creative# expression# is# developed# through,#
“interaction# with# adults,# play,# and# cultural# artefacts”# (p.# 130).# Craft# (2003)# made# a#
conceptual#distinction#between#two#different#forms#of#creativity.#She#referred#to#“everyday#
creativity”# as# being# the# creativity# that# is# used# in# everyday# life# and# she# described#
“extraordinary# creativity”# as# “publicly# acclaimed# creativity# which# changes# knowledge#
and/or#perspective#on# the#world”# (p.# 114).#Furthermore# she#highlighted# the# importance#of#




capable# of# being# creative.# The# NACCCE# summarised# creative# thinking# as:# “imaginative#
activity#fashioned#so#as#to#yield#an#outcome#that#is#of#value#as#well#as#original”#(NACCCE,#
1999,#p.#29,#cited#in#Craft,#2003).#
The Importance of Creativity in Science and Technology Education 
Students# tend# to# see# careers# such# as# the# visual# arts# as# being# creative# careers# and# do# not#
generally#see#science#or#scientists#as#being#creative#(Akerson#&#Donnelly,#2010;#Masnick#et#
al,#2010).##However#creativity#has#been#identified#by#scientists,#as#one#of#the#most#important#
qualities# for# scientists# (Fensham,# 2004)# and# science# is# thought# to# be# a# subject# that# can#
develop#creativity#(Cheng,#2011;#Hong#&#Kang,#2009).#Masnick#et#al#(2010)#found#students’#
attitudes#towards#science#careers#were#related#to#how#creative#they#perceived#science#to#be#
and# Beghetto# (2007)# identified# a# link# between# students’# creative# self?efficacy# (a# person’s#
belief#about#their#creative#capability)#and#their#perceived#science#competence.#McWilliam#et#
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al.# (2008)# argued# that# incorporating# creative# pedagogies# in# science# curricula# could#
reinvigorate# science# education.# They# suggested# that# students#will# be#more# engaged#when#
doing#active#(creative)#tasks#with#dynamic#sources#of#knowledge#in#contrast#to#passive#tasks#
with#the#transmission#of#knowledge#(static#knowledge).#They#believed#that#creativity#is#the#
“core# business# of# scientific# thinking”# (McWilliam# et# al.,# 2008,# p.# 228).# Mc#William# et# al.,#
discussed#how#students#are#using#digital#media#to#create,#edit#and#share#knowledge#in#their#
own# lives# and# how# this# could#mean# that# they# are# even# less# likely# to# accept# a# “top# down#
..authoritarian..# memorisation# of# facts”# approach# than# perhaps# students# were# in# past#
decades.# These# authors# also# highlighted# the# importance# emphasizing# “team# capacity”# in#
contrast# to# “individual”# capacity# where# students# work# collaboratively# using# creative#
thinking# and# creative# problem# solving.# As# creativity# is# a# central# part# of# science# it# is#
particularly# important# for# teachers# and# pre?service# teachers# to# pursue# practices# that# will#
cultivate#creativity#in#their#science#and#technology#lessons.####
Fostering Creativity by the use of Second Life 
If#we#look#at#creative#industries#in#the#21st#century#such#as#“the#Internet,#computer#consumer#
technology,# design# and# video# gaming”# the# virtual# world# (VW)# experience# contains# all# of#
these# industries# in#some#way#(Larach#&#Cabra,#2010,#p.#168).#Larach#and#Cabra#stated#that#









nature,# the#extensive#modes#of#communication#and# the#ability# to#create#content#and#shape#
the#experience#in#an#“almost#infinite#number#of#ways”#(Warburton,#2009,#p.#416).#In#a#small#
study#where# a# digital# creative# problem?solving# process# was# facilitated# in# VWs#with# IBM#
associates,# the# findings# suggested# that# VWs#were# a# superior#medium# for# remote# creative#
collaborations# to# any# other# synchronous# platform# that# the# participants# had# experienced#
(Larach#&#Cabra,#2010,#p.#175).#The#use#of#VWs#in#science#and#technology#education#is#one#
way#to#engage#children#and#provide#an#opportunity#to#foster#creativity#in#science.#A#study#in#
New#York#City# (Turkay,# 2010)# involved# students# taking#part# in# a#project# (science# through#
Second#Life)#where#science#lessons#in#secondary#classes#were#conducted#in#Second#Life#over#
a# period# of# nineteen# weeks.# During# these# lessons# the# students# investigated# existing#
ecological#problems#with#“real# life#data”#using#a#constructivist#and#collaborative#approach#
where#they#assumed#the#role#of#scientists.#One#of#the#units#in#the#project#involved#fitting#out#
empty# houses# using# sustainable# principles.# In# order# to# take# part# in# these# activities# the#
students# used# collaborative# creative# thinking# to# solve# problems# and# create# sustainable#
environments.# Analysis# of# data# revealed# the# following# results:# after# taking# part# in# the#
program# 14/19# students’# interest# in# science# increased;# the# number# of# students# who# were#
interested#in#undertaking#science,#technology,#engineering#or#mathematics#careers#increased;#
the#students#revealed#a#greater#understanding#of#how#scientists#work;#and#the#students’#self?
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confidence# in# their# ability# to# do# science# increased.# This increase in self-confidence is 
highlighted by a quote from a student in the study  
 
…One$ thing$ I$ learned$ about$ science$ in$ Second$ Life$ is$ that$ science$ is$ really$ not$ that$ hard.$ I$
always$ thought,$ :I$ can;t$ do$ this,:$ but$ now$ I$ have$ learned$ so$ much.$ I$ learned$ about$
sustainability$ and$ how$ I$ can$ help$ to$make$ our$ earth$ better.$ I$ never$ knew$ I$was$ this$ smart…#
(Turkay,#2010,#p.#252).##
#









It# is# important# to# be# aware# of# the# findings# of# studies# looking# at# the# implementation# of#
constructivist# strategies# and# collaborative# practices# where# students# solve# problems# in#
ordinary# classrooms# settings,# such# as# Lee# &# Erdogan’s# study# in# 2007# that# revealed# an#
increase#in#students’#interest#in,#motivation#towards,#and#creativity#in#science.#However#by#




world# and# collaborating# with# students# from# other# countries# in# the# same# space,# or#
experiencing#space#travel).##
Visual Arts Education and Science Education in Virtual Worlds 
The#disciplines#of#visual#arts#and#science#are#well#represented#in#VWs.#Art#galleries,#artist’s#
spaces#and#simulations#such#as#the#Sistine#Chapel#are#recognised#and#established#in#Second#
Life.#Environments# created# in# Second#Life# such# as# the#Exploratorium,#Genome# Island,# the#
NOAA,# International# Space# Flight# Museum,# CaltTech’s# Jet# Propulsion# Lab,# University# of#
Denver’s# Science# School# and# NASA# all# provide# science# experiences.# # McConaghy# (2011)#
maintains# a# list# that# currently# contains# 92# science# related# sims# in# Second#Life.#However# a#
review# of# the# literature# reveals# a# limited# use# of# VWs# for# pre?service# teacher# education# in#
visual#arts#and#science#education.#
#
The# International# Art# Education# Association# (http://www.inaea.org/)# meet# regularly# in#
Second#Life#bringing# together#approximately#190#members#across#all# art# forms.#Lu# (2008a,#
2008b,#2009),#conducted#research#on#VWs,#art#and#education#and#created#a#space#in#Second#
Life# called#Art# Café#where# art# students# can#meet# and# exhibit# their#work.# Liao# and#Wang#
(2010)# were# using# Second# Life# in# their# visual# culture# and# art# courses# to# establish# links#
between#the#makers#of#the#art#and#those#that#critique#it.#Similarly#Grenfell#(2010)#was#using#
Second# Life# to# create# authentic# learning# by# connecting# students# across# the# disciplines# of#
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Moschini,# 2010;#Warburton,# 2009)# but# there# is# not# a# large# amount# of# literature# specifically#
relating# to# the# use# of# VWs# in# pre?service# teacher# education.# The# studies# that# have# been#
presented# tend# to# focus# on# describing# case# studies# and# reflecting# on# the# process# of# the#
lecturer#and#students#(Campbell,#2009;#Cheong,#Yun,#&#Chollins,#2009;#Gregory#&#Masters,#
2010;#Thomas#&#Brown,#2009).#The#examples,#in#the#literature,#of#VWs#in#visual#arts#and/or#
science# and# technology# pre?service# teacher# education# are# more# difficult# to# find.# Zagami#






facilitating# creative# thinking# and# creativity.# The# two# courses# have# been# chosen# for#
comparison# because# of# their# identification# as# inherently#perceived# as# creative# (visual# arts)#
and# non# creative# (science# and# technology)# courses.# They# are# comparable# in# the# nature# in#




Second# Life# was# utilized# in# 2010# as# part# of# the# delivery# of# the# curriculum# specialisation:#
visual#arts#1#course#for#students#studying#to#become#secondary#school#teachers#and#Second#
Life# was# used# in# 2011# to# introduce# the# design# process# in# the# science# and# technology#
foundations# course# for# students# studying# to# become# early# childhood# and# primary# school#
teachers.# By# incorporating# Second# Life# into# these# education# courses# it# provided# an#
opportunity#for#the#tutors#to#reflect#on#their#own#and#their#students’#experiences#during#the#
implementation#of#a#VW.#The#cases#outlined#in#this#paper#did#not#involve#formal#research#as#
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The Use of Second Life in Science and Technology Foundations 








childhood# teachers# were# introduced# to# the# design# process# where# they# were# given# the#
opportunity# to# design# and# build# a# model# of# a# sustainable# building# or# infrastructure;# an#
activity# that# could# be# readily# adapted# for# the# science# and# technology# classroom.# The#
students#were#required#to#work#through#the#stages#of#the#design#process,#explore#the#science#
of# sustainable# practices# (including:# passive# solar# design,# renewable# energy# sources,#
avoidance#of#land#clearing,#decreasing#contamination#by#toxic#building#waste,#awareness#of#
storm#water# runoff,# recycling#where# possible# and#planting,# and# landscaping#management#
techniques#to#provide#wildlife#habitat),#devise#a#design#statement#and#a#design#sketch,#and#
produce#and#evaluate# their# sustainable#project#models.#Participating# in# the#design#process#
encouraged#the#students#to#use#“imaginative#and#lateral#thinking”#to#design#and#build#their#
buildings#or# infrastructure#(NSW#Board#of#Studies,#1993,#p.#23)#and#to#propose#‘alternative#
innovative# solutions’# to#meet# their# design# objectives# for# their# project# and# to#minimize# the#
impact#of#the#building#or#infrastructure#on#the#environment.#This#sustainable#design#project#
incorporated# into# the#science#and#technology#course#presented#an#opportunity# to# integrate#
the#use#of#Second#Life.#
#




located#at#one#of# the# campuses#and#worked#with# two#groups# face# to# face# in# the# computer#
laboratories#but#worked#entirely#remotely# through#Second#Life#with# the#other# two#groups.#
She# observed# that# instructing# through# her# avatar# in# Second# Life# resulted# in# the# students#
solving# many# of# their# own# problems# and# sharing# solutions# collaboratively# or# through#







order# to# facilitate# the# students’# capacity# to# understand# the# design# process,# design# a#
sustainable# design# project# and# build# their# product.# She# set# the# scene# by# populating# the#
learning#space#in#Second#Life#with#an#eco#house,#bicycles,#cows,#vegetables,#signage,#project#
instructions,#a#3D#representation#of#the#design#process#and#a#variety#of#‘eco#objects’#that#the#
students# could#obtain#without# cost.#These# free#objects# including#water# tanks,# solar#panels,#
fruit,#vegetables#and#building#textures#were#the#equivalent#to#the#materials#provided#to#the#
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students#in#the#RL#tutorials#for#the#building#of#their#sustainable#models.#The#tutor#was#aware#
that#two#weeks#was#a#very#limited#time#period#for#the#students#to#move#from#novice#Second#
Life# users# to# builders.# To# facilitate# the# process# she# designed# a# building# game# in# which#








was# to#orientate# the#students# to# the#design#process#and#foster#an#awareness#of# the#need#to#
engage#in#this#process#while#designing#their#sustainable#design#project.#Before#undertaking#
building# the# students# were# required# to# develop# a# design# statement# and# a# design# sketch.#
While# seated# in# the# eco#house# the# students# collaboratively# brainstormed# their# ideas# about#
sustainable# design,# exploring# the# science# of# sustainable# building# practices# and#what# they#
sought#to#produce.#They#used#creative#thinking#and#problem#solving#to#formulate#a#design#
brief.# The#use# of# the# chat# function,# instead# of# speaking# allowed# all# students# to# type# ideas#
simultaneously.# The# chat# text#was# subsequently# copied# to# a# ‘Google# doc’# that# provided# a#
record#of#the#students’#collective#thoughts.#The#students#were#then#able#to#refine#the#design#
brief#both# ‘in#world’# and#at# a# later#date#on# the# ‘Google#doc’.# Students#were#also#provided#
with# the# opportunity# during# this# tutorial# to# change# their# avatar’s# appearance,# explore# the#
building#game#and#play#with#objects#such#as#the#bicycle.#All#of# these#activities#assisted#the#
students# in#developing#confidence# in# the#use#of#Second#Life# through#exploration#and#play#
while#maintaining#a#focus#on#the#sustainable#design#experience.#
#
During# the# tutorials# conducted# in# the# second#week# the# students# produced# and# evaluated#
their#final#design#products#(this#meant#building#their#sustainable#design#project#within#a#two#
hour# period).# One# of# the# groups# spent# time# prior# to# the# tutorial# practicing# building# and#
buying# objects# to# add# to# the# overall# product.# This# group# created# what# appeared# to# be# a#
cohesive# looking# product# satisfying# all# of# the# design# criteria# (see# figure# 1# &# 2).# The#
remaining#three#groups#demonstrated#various# levels#of#skill#but#all#successfully#completed#
the#task#and#created#a#3D#sustainable#design#product.#One#of#the#affordances#of#Second#Life#
is# the# ability# to# buy#pre?made# objects.# The# students#who#had# limited# building# skills#were#
able# to# create# an# environment# that# looked# complete# and# demonstrated# their# use# of# the#






















The# group# members# who# appeared# to# be# the# most# successful# in# their# level# of# building#
competence# in# Second# Life# and# their# own# perceived# level# of# success,# engaged# in# the#
planning,#organising,# self?monitoring#and#self?evaluation# to#a#very#high# level.#While# these#
students#were# required# to# only# participate# in# Second# Life# in# two,# two# hour# sessions,# this#
group# chose# to# spend# extra# time# particularly# in# the# planning# phase.# The# comment# below#
from# a# student# from# this# group# demonstrates# their# commitment# to# planning# and# hence#
utilising#the#design#process.##
$
We$ looked$ at$ where$ we$ would$ build,$ the$ impact$ on$ the$ immediate$ and$ wider$ environment,$










informal# and# collaborative# approach# across# a# number# of# locations.#One# of# the# students# in#
particular# (from# the# group# discussed# previously)# became# highly# skilled# at# building# and#
mentored# other# students# in# Second# Life# thus# honing# his# teaching# practice.# A# number# of#
students# from# the# Second#Life# groups# commented#on#how# they# enjoyed# this# collaborative#




of$ collaborative$ learning$ through$ all$ stages$ of$ the$ project.$ We$ had$ never$ worked$ together$ as$
group$ before$ but$ quickly$ recognised$ our$ strengths,$ were$ willing$ to$ listen$ to$ each$ other$ and$
discuss$strategies$and$prepared$to$put$in$the$extra$hours$to$enable$us$to$create$the$best$possible$
result$ within$ the$ time$ frame.$ It$ was$ also$ discovered,$ through$ the$ learning$ journey,$ that$ this$
project’s$educational$implications$linked$many$of$the$KLAs.##
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The Real Life and Second Life Science and Technology Tutorials 
The#majority# of# students# (198# students;# 43# groups)# undertook# this# course# in# RL# tutorials.#
They#worked# through# the# same# stages# of# the# design# process# as# the# Second# Life# students.#
During# the# producing# stage# they# were# required# to# manipulate# recycled,# natural# and#





energy# sources# including# hydropower# and# energy# harnessed# from# lightning.# There# were#




solar#panels,#and/or#wind#generators,#water# tanks,# compost#bins#and#vegetable#patches.# In#
contrast# the# four# Second# Life# groups# (16# students)# mostly# created# round# buildings# with#
textures,# that# while# not# yet# available# in# RL,# they# imagined# as# potentially# sustainable#
building# materials# of# the# future# such# as# solar# cladding# (walls# made# completely# of# solar#
panels)#as#shown#in#the#Strawberry$Farm#in#figure#1.#One#of#the#buildings#was#suspended#in#
the#sky#while#another#hovered#above# the# land# to#protect# it# from#potential#Tsunamis#and#a#
third# was# constructed# on# the# roof# of# an# art# gallery# and# the# fourth# was# a# “kid’s# camp”#
situated# beside# the# water.# In# Second# Life# it# was# possible# to# change# the# textures# as# the#
students# progressed# with# their# construction,# for# example,# the# walls# could# be# made#
transparent# to# provide# extra# light.# # All# students# whether# in# RL# or# Second# Life# worked#
collaboratively# and# used# creative# thinking,# imagination# and# problem# solving# to# construct#
their# buildings# and# were# encouraged# to# critically# reflect# and# evaluate# their# efforts#
throughout#the#process.#A#student#from#a#Second#Life#group#commented#on#his#enjoyment#








Second# Life# and# RL# tutorials)# created# videos# and# power# point# presentations# to# enable# all#
students# to# view# and# peer# evaluate# their# work# across# campuses# during# the# lectures#
(presented# across# campuses# via# video# link).# Although# the# students# enjoyed# viewing# and#
evaluating#all#of# the#projects,#both# in#RL#and#Second#Life,#and#recognized#the#value#of# the#
design# and# make# activity# in# general# as# a# creative# activity,# some# students,# who# did# not#
participate#in#the#Second#Life#activity,#commented#informally#on#how#they#were#impressed#
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The Use of Second Life in Curriculum Specialisation: Visual Arts 1 
Prior#to#2010#the#curriculum#specialization:#visual#art#1#course#was#delivered#in#face?to?face#




aspects# of# the#NSW#Visual#Arts# syllabus# and#how# to#meet# the# outcomes# in# the# classroom#
through#unit# and# lesson#planning.#The# redesign#of# this# course# to# include#Second#Life#was#
developed#with# a# belief/ that# the# students#would#be# encountering# a#VW#as# an# educational#
tool# for# the# first# time.# Because# of# this,# the# level# of# compulsory# interaction# in# the#VW#was#
restricted#to#four#tutorial#sessions#and#a#number#of#informal#sessions#planned#to#be#similar#
to#consultation#times#in#RL.#The#students#were#required#to#meet#in#Second#Life#at#the#same#








opportunity# to# familiarise# themselves# with# some# of# the# tools# for# navigation# and#
communication.#The#second#VW#tutorial#was#designed#to#be#in#a#‘traditional’#tutorial#format#
based#on#discussion#directed#primarily#by# the# tutor.#The# initial#premise# for#using# the#VW#
was#to#introduce#the#students#to#the#potential#of#this#technology#for#visual#arts#teaching#and#
to# bring# the# student# cohort# together# from# all# three# campuses.# This# tutorial# began# in# the#
‘sandbox’#(a#place#where#anyone#can#build#virtual#objects#?#in#other#parts#of#the#VW#only#the#
owners#of#that#island#can#position#or#build#things).#The#sandbox#was#used#so#the#tutor#could#
control# the# resources#without# relying#on# the# island#owner# to#upload#slides# into#one#of# the#
predesignated#lecture#spaces.##The#sandbox#area#on#the#University’s#Second#Life#island#is#a#
simulation#of#a#grassy#playing# field.#The# feedback# from#some#students#was# that# it#made# it#
more#engaging#as#they#were#situated#somewhere#other#than#a#lecture#theatre.#
#
On# entering# Second# Life# for# the# third# tutorial,# students# were# provided# with# a# note# card#
allocating#groups#and#asking#them#to#find#their#place#on#the#sandbox.#Four#painting#easels#
had# been# placed# at# different# parts# of# the# sandbox# so# that# each# allocated# group# could#
congregate#at#a#distance# from#each#other.#These#easels#provided# two#more#note#cards:#one#
with# instructions#and#one#with#a# step?by?step# ‘how# to’.#The# students#were#asked# to# create#
their#own#note#card#detailing#the#lesson#ideas#they#had#been#developing#as#part#of#their#first#
assessment# task#and#subsequently# talking# to#each#other#about# these# ideas.# It#was#a# simple#
replication# of# what# might# occur# in# a# face?to?face# tutorial.# In# this# case# the# tutor# and# the#
students#endeavoured# to# find# the#balance#between#what# they#understood# to#be#a# teaching#
and#learning#activity#and#what#it#was#to#be#immersed#in#a#VW.#Some#students#continued#to#
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...$ this$was$ the$ first$ time$ I$managed$ to$attend,$ so$ interesting.$A$ lot$ of$ time$ spent$on$ technical$






via# a# note# card# that# they# received# when# they# initially# ‘logged# in’# to# Second# Life# for# the#






Comparison between Visual Arts and Science and Technology 
By#comparing#the#visual#arts#education#Second#Life#experience#with#that#of#the#science#and#
technology#education#Second#Life#experience#it#is#possible#to#reflect#on#some#of#the#processes#
that# fostered# creativity.# Jackson# (2008,# p.# 29)# found# in# his# study# of# creativity# in# Higher#
Education# that# there#were# a# number# of# processes# and# behaviours# that# fostered# creativity.#
Underpining#them#was#the#demonstration#by#the#student#that#they#were#self#regulated#and#
self#motivated# learners.# The# visual# arts# students#were# required# to# do# very# little# planning,#
organising,#self?monitoring#or#self?evaluation#in#the#VW#environment.#They#were#expected#
to#experience# the#VW#in#a#similar#way#to#how#they#might#experience#a# tutorial# in#RL.#The#
main#difference#was#that#students#were#gathered#in#the#VW#from#separate#locations#to#RL.#
The# VW# activities# were# designed# to# be# student# centred# but# the# students# appeared# to# be#
constantly# seeking# guidance# from# the# teacher# as# they# attempted# to# manipulate# the# VW#
environment.#
#
An# important# difference# between# the# two# cohorts# was# the# self# motivation# in# relation# to#
engaging#with#Second#Life.#The#science#and#technology#students#were#all#volunteers#but#the#
visual#arts#students#were#required#to#attend#a#minimum#of#four#sessions#in#Second#Life.#The#
visual#art#education#students#did#not#appear# to#be# intrinsically#motivated# to#engage# in# the#
VW# unless# they# had# experienced# VW# previously# or# recognised# that# their# future# students#
may# find# the#VW# engaging.#Whereas# the# science# and# technology# students# volunteered# to#
work#in#Second#Life#and##appeared#to#have#high#levels#of#intrinsic#self#motivation#in#relation#
to#their# learning.#They#were#willing#to#take#the# ‘risk’#and#try#this#new#experience.#Reasons#




The# activity# in# the# VW# that# most# engaged# the# visual# arts# education# students# was# the#
building# of# an# art# space# and# uploading# and# displaying# their# own#work.# In# designing# the#
course# the# tutor# believed# that# the# students# would# perceive# this# activity# as# play,# and# not#
learning,# as# it# had#no# explicit# connection# to#how# to# be# a# visual# arts# teacher.#However# the#
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students# expressed# the# highest# level# of# satisfaction# in# the# time# they# spent# creating.# They#













technology# tutorials#were# all# volunteers#who# entered# the#VW#knowing# that# it#was# only# a#
small#part#of# their# course#work#and# that# they#were#not#expected# to# spend#more# time#with#
this# tutorial# than# the# allocated# tutorial# times.# In# contrast# the# visual# arts# students# were#
required# to# attend# tutorials# in# the# VW.# Secondly# the# level# of# technical# support,# to# help#
develop# student# confidence# in# the# VW,# is# very# important.# The# visual# arts# students#when#
attending#whole#class#tutorials#of#20#students,#were#competing#for#the#one#tutor’s#ability#to#
support# them# technically# in# the# computer# lab# and# ‘in?world’.# The# science# and# technology#





enthusiasm# by# all# of# these# students.# The# students#who# did# find# it# useful# and# easy# to# use#
went#on#to#be#very#creative#in#terms#of#how#they#used#the#space#and#how#they#imagined#its#
use# in# the# classroom.# In# contrast# the# science# and# technology# course,# that# perhaps# is# not#
perceived# by# the# students# as# a# creative# learning# course,# engaged# the# students# in# creative#
ways# including#undertaking# the#design#process,# the# link#with# the# science# of# sustainability#
and#using# creative# thinking# to# look# at# alternative# innovative# outcomes,# the# products# they#
built# and# the# evaluations# they# made# where# they# applied# critical# thinking.# Many# of# the#
students#who#chose#to#work#in#the#VW#for#the#science#and#technology#project#were#prepared#
to#spend#extra#time#in#the#VW#and#solve#a#range#of#problems#that#arose#as#they#worked#on#




the# immersive# experience# (via# their# avatars)# of# walking# through# their# creations.# This#
experience#particularly#for#the#pre?service#science#and#technology#teachers,#did#highlight#for#
them#(and#their#peers#who#viewed#their#work#in#Second#Life)#the#potential#of#the#use#of#VW#
in# their# future#classrooms# to#enhance#creativity,#particularly# in# the#science#and# technology#
classroom# where# students# could# work# collaboratively# to# solve# problems# such# as# those#
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relating# to# the# built# environments,# or# with# other# science# topics# involving# designing# and#
making#activities#and/or#carrying#scientific#investigations#in#a#VW.#
#
A# number# of# other# considerations# need# to# be# taken# into# account# when# looking# at# these#
observations;#such#as:#the#experience#of#the#tutor#with#the#VW#technology#(where#the#tutor#
was#more#experienced#with#this#technology#when#working#with#the#science#and#technology#





potential# for# teaching# and# learning# in# pre?service# teacher# education# courses# and# warrant#
further#research.#As#this#paper#consisted#of#reflections#of#a#small#number#of#tutorials#for#pre?
service# teachers# undertaken# in# a# VW,# it# would# be# unwise# to# generalise# from# these#
experiences.# However# a# research# project# involving# the# collection# of# data# through#
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Abstract.# Understanding# and# simulating# human#movement# is# critical# to# pedagogy# in#
fields# such# as# dance,# theatre,# fashion,# industrial# and# medical# design,# and# animation#
which#is#now#broadly#applied#in#both#art#and#science.#Promising#advances#in#movement#
analysis# (motionBcapture,# eyeBtracking,# 3D# and# highBdefinition# digital# image# capture,#
and# the# pressureBplate# sensor# technology# used# in# sports# science# and# Wii# games)# are#
rapidly# replacing# the# perceptual# and# technical# skills# of# traditional# art# practice# and#
pedagogy.#However,#is#an#eager#and#perhaps#premature#reliance#on#this#new#technology#
diminishing#our#ability#to#understand#and#depict#the#nuances#of#convincing,#naturalistic#
gesture?# As# practitioners# increasingly# rely# on# computer# models# with# decreasing#
movementBanalysis# training# to# scrutinize# them,# we# face# potential# loss# of# the# highly#
specialized# pedagogic# skills# required# for# identifying,# creating# and# teaching# solutions#
regarding#human#movement#and#gesture.#This#paper#introduces#five#years#of#movementB





Understanding#and# simulating#human#movement# is# critical# to#pedagogy# in# fields# such#as#
dance,#theatre,#fashion,#industrial#and#medical#design#and#animation#which#is#now#broadly#
applied#in#both#art#and#science.#Promising#advances#in#movement#analysis#B#such#as#motionB
capture,# eyeBtracking,# 3D# and# highBdefinition# digital# image# capture,# and# pressureBplate#
sensor# technology# used# in# sports# science# and# Wii# games# B# are# rapidly# replacing# the#
perceptual# and# technical# skills# of# traditional# art# practice# and# pedagogy.# However,# is# an#
eager# and# perhaps# premature# reliance# on# this# new# technology# diminishing# our# ability# to#
understand#and#depict#the#nuances#of#convincing,#naturalistic#gesture?#
For# example,# motionBcapture# is# a# precise# tool# with# the# potential# to# become# a# valuable#
pedagogic# movementBanalysis# resource,# however# much# of# the# accompanying# systemic#
animation# software# is# very# substandard#when# applied# to# complicated# human#movement,#
and# systemically# difficult# to# rectify# (such# as# the# skeleton# model# in# Figure# 1).# # Such#
inaccurate# and# poorly# proportioned# models# provided# within# the# most# current# and#
sophisticated#motionBcapture# systems#are#presented,# and#often#accepted#as# accurate,# even#
within#advanced#scientific#research#and#application#(Head,#2007).#




Training# in# computer# animation# has# the# tendency# to# develop# expertise# in# the# technology#
used#for#movement#analysis#but#not#the#underlying#movement#perception.#Lack#of#training#
in# the# subtlety#of#movement# coupled#with#general# acceptance#of# substandard#models# can#
contribute#to#a#visual#culture#of#deficient#movement#and#synthetic#form#(Head,#2007).#This#
fundamental# disconnection# from# the# skills# to# perceive,# simulate# and# scrutinise# nuanced#










The#most# popular# animated# films# feature# aliens,# robots,# animals,# fish# and# toys# instead# of#
humans#–#we#can# relate# to#Toy$Story’s# ‘Woody’#but#not# to# the# ‘real#boy’#because#we#have#
considerably#lower#expectations#of#the#animated#movements#of#a#ragdoll.#When#a#human#is#











The# sociological# implication# that# such# robotic,# fetishistic# characters# represent# vehicles# for#
emotional#enhancement#B#in#superficial#virtual#environments#presented#as#replacements#for#
a# ‘place# to# connect’# in# the#physical#world# B# is# addressed#by#Stanford#University#Professor#










has# caused# our# thinking# to# take# on# a# “staccato# quality”.# We# “now# expect# to# take# in#




associated#with# the#ability# to#understand#and#simulate# the# subtleties#of#human# form#with#
ease#and#assurance#(Tchalenko,#2007).#In#my#experience,#as#students#increasingly#struggle#to#
access# and# sustain# focus# to#understand#and# simulate# figural#movement,# they#also# tend# to#
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lose# the# ability# to# scrutinise# it.# If# ‘the#process# of# thought’# is# being# shaped# into#perception#
with# less# fluidity,# it# stands# to# reason# that# the# critical# ability# to# perceive,# simulate# and#
scrutinise#fluidity#of#figural#movement#is#likely#to#decrease#with#each#generation#of#learning#
and#teaching.#As#the#media#theorist#Marshall#McLuhan#pointed#out#in#the#1960’s,#media#are#
not# just#passive# channels# of# information# –# they# supply# the# stuff# of# thought,# but# they# also#
shape# the#process# of# thought# (Carr,# 2008).#As#practitioners# increasingly# rely# on# computer#









2)# and# prepubescent# games# that# re/present# such# models# as# idealised# bodies# such# as# in#
Figure#3,#which#features#the#outline#of#a#games#avatar#epitomised#as#a#‘beauty#queen’#in#an#
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This#pervasive#virtual#body#distortion#serves#to#escalate#the#interminable#body#dysmorphia#




the# iconic# American# brand.# The# emaciated# ‘doctored’# body,# with# hips# as# narrow# as# her#
head,# could# make# young# women# ‘think# that# itns# normal# to# look# like# that# B# and# itns# not’#
(Littlejohn,#2009).#Such#boneless,#emaciated#models#presented#as#the#norm,#if#not#‘the#ideal’#
help# contribute# to# the# pervasive# body# dysmorphia# in# the# media# as# well# as# in# virtual#
environments.#Research# conducted# by# the#National# Institute# of#Child#Health# and#Human#
Development#states;#“Relying#on#the#media#to#provide#adequate#information#or#norms#may#
be#akin#to#letting#young#adolescent#girls#hang#out#with#sexually#active#girls#and#boys#who#




such#extreme#body#dysmorphia# B#“a# look# that#only# ten#years#ago#had# the#power# to#evoke#






Instead# of# avoiding# depiction# of# the# human# form# B# or# accepting,# even# embracing#
substandard# human# characters# that# prematurely# sexualise# children# and# infantilize# adult#
audiences# B# we# need# to# look# to# new# resources# that# rectify# systemic# weaknesses# in# the#
movement#analysis#technology#upon#which#we#have#come#to#rely.##
#
Movement Analysis Research 
#
This#section#introduces#five#years#of#movement#analysis#research#(Breaker,#2007)#motivated#
by# thirty# years# of# visual# art# pedagogy# focused#on# the# anatomy#of# human#movement.# The#
core#of# this# research# focused#on# fusion#of#new#technology#with# traditional# tools# B#with# the#
aim#to#create#new#resources#that#enhance#movement#analysis#and#simulation#of#the#human#
body.# # A# series# of# visually# # ‘transparent’# sequential# keyBframe# drawings$ (Figure# 4)# were#
created#to#reveal#the#anatomy#of#human#movement.#These#‘keyframes,#or#selected#moments#
in# a#movement# stream,#were# based# on# a#MuybridgeBstyle#movement# sequences# and#were#
selected# to# articulate# extreme# moments# of# balance# negotiation# to# reveal# anatomical#













analyses# each# movement# in# three# dimensions# by# interpretation# of# a# series# of# reflective#
markers.#The# filming#was# conducted#at#Vicon# and#AudioMotion,# the# largest#motionBcapture#
production#companies# in#the#UK#and#Europe,#neither#of#whom#was#aware#of#research#that#
used# video# and# motionBcapture# to# film# a# nude# model,# as# most# motionBcapture# systems#
require#the#subject#to#wear#a#sensorBembedded#bodysuit#(Vicon,#2005).#ThirtyBthree#markers#
were# attached# by# a# biomechanist# onto# specific# landmarks# of# the# model’s# body# using# the#
Vicon$ IQ# motionBcapture# system# B# in# our# case# each# marker# was# taped# directly# onto# the#
model’s#skin#with#wigBtape#(Figure#5).###
#
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# Figure05.0Reflective0motionKcapture0sensor0markers0attached0to0a0model0with0wigtape.0








motionBcapture# data# (Rohr,# 2006).# Rohr# developed# a# computer# animation# plugBin# that#
generates#exact#digital#bone#replication#from#full#body#MRIBscans#of#any#live#model.#A#full#
body#MRIBscan#was#created#of# the#model# filmed# for# the# research#project,#outputted# in#one#








data# of# the# filmed# motion# sequences.# Composites# of# the# replica# skeleton# and# the#
simultaneously#captured#video#footage#were#produced#into#animated#movies#of# the#filmed#








Figure 7. Composites of replica skeleton and simultaneously captured video footage. 
In#spite#of# the# improved#anatomy#of# the#replica#skeleton,# the#subtlety#of#movement#would#




the# designer# of# the# plugBin.# To# accommodate# for# the# potentially# subtle,# naturalistic#
movement#of#our#replica#skeleton,#new#motionBcapture#and/or#rig#animation#software#would#
need# to# be# designed.# This# represents# only# one# example# of# the# shortcomings# of# current#
movementBanalysis#technology.##
The# composite# stills#were#used# as# sources# to#produce# a# series# of# keyBframe#drawings# that#
describe# the#anatomy#of# the#model’s#movement# (see#Figure#5).#The#handBdrawn#keyBframe#
drawings#were#animated#to#describe#nuances#of#basic#movements#such#as#bending,#reaching,#
twisting,# turning,# sitting# and# walking.# The# walk# sequences# were# selected# as# examples# of#
extremity# of# torso# action# and# axial# balance# during# locomotion.# Torso#movement# during# a#
fastBpaced#natural#gait#is#generally#too#subtle#for#easy#detection#and#the#anatomical#structure#
of# weight# shift# in# the# torso# would# be# difficult# for# the# viewer# to# decipher,# whereas# an#
exaggerated#walk#sequence#(such#as#the#sequence#depicted#in#Figure#5)#visually#clarifies#the#
manner#in#which#the#body’s#weight#redistributes#to#maintain#balance#during#locomotion.##






Depiction# and# simulation# of# the#human#body# in# the# future#will# undoubtedly# be# tied#with#
new# technology,# however# new# technology# never# remains# new.# In# fact,# as# art# borrows#
technology#from#science,#the#subtlety,#if#not#the#integrity#of#the#craft#that#it#is#replacing,#can#
easily# be# lost.# Rapid# advances# in# technology# literally# at# our# fingertips# often# seduce# us# to#
narrow#our#expertise#as# it#deepens.#Yet# the#very# tools# that#have#given# rise# to#a#narrowing#




the# ‘still# time’# to# think#deeply.#Yet# the# practice# of# practice# B# unfettered# critical# assessment#
and#skill#B#need#not#be#a#struggle#with#the#limitations#of#a#computer#program.#If#our#tools#are#
not#allowed#to#overbear,#if#we#negotiate#with#our#medium#and#not#be#dominated#by#it,#free#
of# an# addiction# to# the#keyboard,# these# tools,#whether# old#or#new,# simple#or# sophisticated,#
can#serve#the#process#of#creativity#and#invention,#not#the#reverse.##
If#we#can#deBmystify#our#new#tools#and#not#feel#threatened#by#sophisticated#use#of#old#ones,#









































Using Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing 
Games (MMORPGs) to Support Second Language 




Abstract.#Massively#Multiplayer#Online#Role# Playing#Games# (MMORPGs)# create# large#
virtual# communities.#Online#gaming# shows#potential# not# just# for# entertaining,# but# also#
for# education.# The# aim# of# this# research# project# is# to# investigate# the# use# of# commercial#
MMORPGs#to#support#second#language#teaching.#MMORPGs#offer#a#digital#safe#space#in#
which# students# can# communicate# by# using# their# target# language# with# global# players.#
This# qualitative# research# based# on# ethnography# and# action# research# investigates# the#
students’# experiences# of# language# learning# and# performing# while# they# play# in# the#
MMORPGs.#Research#was#conducted# in#both# the# ‘real’#and# ‘virtual’#worlds.# In# the# real#
world# the# researcher# observes# the# interaction# with# the# MMORPGs# by# the# students#
through# actual# discussion,# and# screen# video# captures# while# they# are# playing.# In# the#
virtual#world,# the#researcher# takes#on#the#role#of#a#character# in# the#MMORPG#enabling#
the# researcher# to#get# an# inside#point# of#view#of# the# students# and# their# own#MMORPG#
characters.# This# latter# approach# also# uses# action# research# to# allow# the# researcher# to#
provide# anonymous/private# support# to# the# students# including# inBgame# instruction,#
confidence# building,# and# some# support# of# language# issues# in# a# safe# and# friendly#way.#
Using# action# research# with# MMORPGs# in# the# real# world# facilitates# a# number# of#
opportunities#for#learning#and#teaching#including#opportunities#to#practice#language#and#
individual#and#group#experiences#of#communicating#with#other#native/#second#language#
speakers# for# the# students.# The# researcher# can# also# develop# tutorial# exercises# and#
discussion# for# teaching#plans# based# on# the# students’# experiences#with# the#MMORPGs.#
The# results# from# this# research# study# demonstrate# that# MMORPGs# offer# a# safe,# fun,#
informal#and#effective#learning#space#for#supporting#language#teaching.#Furthermore#the#
use# of# MMORPGs# help# the# students’# confidence# in# using# their# second# language# and#
provide# additional# benefits# such# as# a# better# understanding# of# the# culture# and# use# of#
language#in#different#contexts.)
Keywords:) online# learning,# MMORPGs,# virtual# learning# environment,# ethnography,#
action#research#





be# used# as# tools# to# develop# learning# and# teaching# across# a# number# of# disciplines.# Many#
games# have# been# developed# as# products# to# potentially# enhance# players’# learning# skills.#
MMORPG# is# one# of# the# game# genres# which# could# facilitate# collaborative# learning# in#
language.#MMORPGs# require#players#not#only# to# complete# a#variety#of# tasks#and#develop#
their#characters#individually#but#also#to#participate#in#teams#or#guilds#to#accomplish#specific#




game# play# such# as# rules,# goals# and# objectives,# and# spontaneous# feedback# require# player’#
responsiveness# and# can#be#practiced# and# through# this,# build# skills# (Paraskeva# et# al,# 2010).#




The# aim# of# this# research# study# is# to# investigate# whether# using# popular# or# commercial#
MMORPGs#in#a#second#language#teaching#offers#a#physical#safe#environment#for#students#to#
form# and# function# their# language# skills# without# the# solid# control# usually# found# in# the#
classroom.# Due# to# the# benefits# of# MMORPGs’# virtual# space,# second# language# learners#
acquire,#firstly,#selfBdirected#in#inBgame#task.#This#creates#the#ownership#of#selfBlearning.#The#
role#of#decisionBmaker#can#challenge#the#learners#to#a#high#level#of#difficulty#using trial#and#
error# process# (Gee,# 2003).# The# learners# also# control# pace,# time,# and# level# of# difficulty# in#
MMORPGs.# Secondly,#MMORPGs’#world# provides# an# easy#way# to# experience# the# second#
language#and#mix#with#native#speakers,#compared#to#real#life.#While#finding#target#language#




learners# and# there# is# less# control# and# scrutiny# by# the# instructor# compared# to# a# classroom#
setting.#The#use#of#MMORPGs# for# language# learning#also#provides#an#opportunity# for# the#




facilitate# education.# There# have# been# many# attempts# to# connect# games# to# educational#
curriculum#since#they#can#potentially#provide#a#teaching#method#which#enhances#a#student’s#
ability# to# plan,# critically# think,# and# problemBsolve.#Williamson# (2009)# defines# games# as# a#
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‘persuasive# medium’# which# can# influence# players’# thought# and# action# as# it# is#
‘constructionist’# device# for# learning,# and# can# importantly# create# a# safe# environment# for#
practising#skills.########
Online# games# offer# a# suitable# safe# environment# for# English# as# a# Second# Language# (ESL)#
student#to#practice#drill#skills#and#transfer#knowledge#(Smeets,#2005).#In#some#countries#such#
as# Thailand# where# English# is# considered# a# foreign# language,# teaching# ESL/EFL# has# been#
incredibly# limited# in# links# to# the#English#speaking#world.#This# lack#of# real# communication#








language# development# since# players# need# to# communicate# with# other# players# to# get#
involved#with#communal#tasks,#and#have#lifeBlike#communication#activity.#MMORPGs#have#
potential# for# players# to# interact# towards# a# meaningful# goal# and# this# aspect# can# develop#
contextual# knowledge# which# would# support# language# teaching# and# language# acquisition#
through# practice# and# the# need# to# use# repetitive# skills# to# communicate.# Taking# a# virtual#
identity#provides#active#learning#and#metaBlevel#thinking#(Gee,#2007).##
From#the#perspective#of# language# teaching#metaBlearning#means#knowing#how#to#arrange,#
understand,#and#use#knowledge# in#new#context# rather# than#attempting# to#memorise#every#
possibility# for# every# context.# Crystal# (2001)# indicates# that# as# the# game# players# are#
communicating#through#the#game#interfaces#with#other#players# in#their#online#community,#
their# language# skills# become# more# expertise# and# professional.# Online# games,# especially#
MMORPGs#create#multipleBtasks# including# individual#and#group# tasks.# Individual#players#
need#to#develop#their#characters#to#survive#and#become#masters,#not#only#to#progress#within#
the# game# and# interact#with# other# players# but# also# to# have# the# charisma# to# negotiate#with#
NonBPlayer# Characters# (NPCs)# and# other# players# to# complete# the# goals# in# each# map# or#
scenario.#The#group#task#requires#multiBplayers#to#achieve#the#mission#together#so#they#need#
to#interact#with#each#other#to#present#themselves#and#what#they#can#contribute#to#the#group.#
Both# tasks# allow# each# player# to# communicate# and# exchange# information# in# a# particular#
language.#Players#share#their#experiences#and#backgrounds#through#social#interaction#either#
in# virtual# or# real# world.# In# addition,# during# the# game# play,# some# tasks# often# need# to# be#
repeated#when#players#do#not# reach# the#requirements# for# the#next# level/stage.#These#game#
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What are Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games (MMORPGs)? 
MMORPG# is# described# as# a# fantasy# contentBbased# world# where# players# create# their# own#
characters#(known#as#avatars),#participate#in#defeating#monsters,#share#activities#with#others#
and# build# social# networks# both# temporary# and# permanently,# trade# items# and# goods# and#
compete#in#various#tasks.#It#differs#from#learning#environments#such#as#Second#Life#as#the#A#
MMORPG# usually# has# a# unique# theatrical# opening# storyline# and# an# overall# goal# for# the#
game#play#such#as#a#quest.#Jones#(2008)#mentions#that#MMORPGs#are#where#live#players#act#
in# an# interactive# drama.# They# are# roleBplaying# both# competitively# and# cooperatively.#
Through#the#virtual#environment#and#creation#of#an#avatar,#MMORPGs#offer#a#fun,#fantastic#
and# imaginative# world# where# people# can# escape# from# their# real# world# routines.# Social#
interaction#in#MMORPGs#are#designed#and#structured#similar#to#Second#life#so#MMORPGs#






about# combining# skills# in# craft# and#magic# for# a# particular# purpose# including# healing# and#
solving#particular#puzzles# and# riddles.#As# a# consequence# the# image#of#MMORPGs# should#
not# just# be# about# violence.# # Each# game# offers# a# variety# of# activities# and# opportunities# for#
players#to#contribute#though#their#avatar#and#guild.#
Why use a MMORPG? 
There#are#many#genres#of#game#play#that#could#attract#players.#Selecting#a#game#according#to#
a# particular# learning# approach# such# as# learnerBcentered# for# a# specific# region# of# learners,#
needs#to#be#reconsidered#as#the#interactive#world#has#changed#rapidly.#An#environment#such#
as# Second# Life# could# have# a# range# of# learning# interactive# environments# because# it# is# a#
simulation# of# real# life,# however# it# is# not# free# and# thus# not# accessible# to# all.# MMORPGs#
usually# offer# a# free# version# of# the# game# allowing# any# player# to# participate# irrespective# of#
their#financial#status.#MMORPGs#often#charge#for#‘better’#items#but#this#is#not#a#necessity#for#
the# majority# of# players.# Advanced# players# can# still# engage# with# the# game# and# become#
dominate# in# their# social# guild# through# their# playing# strategy# rather# than# acquiring# better#
goods#through#actual#payment.##
MMORPGS#were# chosen# for# this# study#because# they# are# readily# available# and#provide# an#
informal,#enjoyable#and#collaborative#environment#for#learning#and#teaching.#SpringBKeller#
(2010)#claims#that#a#playful#environment#can#have#a#positive#effect#on#learning#development.#
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knowledge#when#used# in# teaching#practice.#“Learning# is#at# its#best#when# it#deadly#serious#
and#very#playful#at#the#same#time” (Seay#(1997)#quotes#Sara#Lightfoot#in#Kafai#(1995,#p.#310)).)
Research Methods       
The# experiment# was# conducted# with# 8# undergraduate# students# in# a# Thai# university.# The#
study#brought#in#action#research#method#to#investigate#their#performances,#experiences,#and#
language# skills.# The# researchers# also# conducted# tutorial# exams# and# activities# based# upon#
their# virtual# world# experiences# during# the# language# teaching# course.# A# (virtual)#
ethnography#approach#was#applied#in#order#to#understand#and#monitor#the#learners’#routine#
in# the# assigned# MMORPGs# and# also# in# the# related# tasks# in# the# classroom.# Three# main#
MMORPGs# were# used:# ‘Godswar# Online’,# ‘Asda# Story’# and# ‘Zentia’.# However# other#
MMORPGs#were#introduced#and#chosen#by#the#researcher#and#students#to#supplement#these#
and#provide#additional#language#experiences#during#the#project.####
Action research method (tutorial work) 
Short# interviews# and# MMORPGs# workshop# were# conducted# with# the# participants# at# the#
start#of#the#project#to#identify#their#knowledge#and#proficiency#in#the#English#language#and#
online# gaming.#During# the# interviews# it#was# found# that# the# students# have# experiences# of#
playing# MMORPGs# using# Thai# servers# but# not# of# English# language# MMORPGs# using#
international# servers.# ‘Godswar# Online’# was# introduced# as# an# international#MMORPG# so#
students#could#transform#their#previous#experience#of#MMORPGs#and#get#familiar#with#this#




game# play# as# a# oneBonBone# approach# between# the# learner# and# researcher.# The# additional#
performance# within# these# skills# was# recorded# and# analysed# by# using# an# on# screen# video#
capture# program# ‘Camtasia# Screen# Recorder’# (CSR)# and# ‘Camstudio’.# MMORPGs# require#
players# to# complete# inBgame# tasks# (quests)# in# order# to# progress# to# the# next# level.# These#
require# the# players# to# read# and# explore# new# vocabulary.# This# reading# task# was#




Writing# tasks# and# tests# can# be# conducted# in# two# ways;# online# –# using# the# chat# channel#
provided#in#the#game#interface#and#offline#–#using#the#quests#in#the#MMORPG#as#a#model#for#
writing# dummy# quests# when# participating# in# classroom# group# work.# ListeningBSpeaking#
practise#was#claimed#as#a#lost#skill#in#MMORPG#play.#However#informal#discussion#sessions#
were# conducted# using# English# as# a# main# language# where# the# learners# used# their# avatar#
names#to#lower#their#identity.#This#helped#enhance#their#confidence#and#allow#them#to#make#
mistakes#and#learn#from#them.##
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The# virtual# ethnography# approach# used# by# the# researcher# provided# a# mechanism# for#












each#MMORPG.# The# students# were# involved# in# gaming# approaches# and# events# with# the#
researcher# during# twoBhour# sessions# each# week.# At# the# same# time# and# without# their#
knowledge,#the#researcher#was#also#observing#them#in#their#virtual#world#through#a#teacher#
created# avatar# (as# passerBby).Learning# how# to# create# the# avatars,# using# the# interface,#
interacting#with#NonBplayer#Characters#(NPCs)#and#getting#familiar#with#the#gaming#system#
and# community# among# the# subjects# was# also# collected# as# .avi# format# used# CSR# and#
Camstudio* throughout# the# project.# This# recorded# observation# allowed# the# researchers# to#





students# had# more# opportunity# to# explore# and# participate# in# virtual# society# as# a# group#
(guild)#so#that#they#had#to#use#every#possible#language#skills#to#be#able#to#communicate#with#
new/old# players# (nonBpeer)# to# survive# and# success# in# completing# tasks.# The# level# of#
achievement# in#Asda*Story# relies#heavily#on#group# relations# rather# than# individual#play#so#





member# since# the# game# has#many# quests# and# activities# compared# to# the# previous# games.#
Zentia# does# not# only# provide# inBgame# quest# regarding# killing# monsters# to# progress# to# a#
higher#level#but#also#uses#world#knowledge#quizzes#as#an#alternative#way#to#killing#monster#









was# chosen.# This# is# a# standard# computer# –# based# English# test# used# in# several# Thai#
universities.# This# test# covers# three# English# skills# –# vocabulary,# grammar,# and# listening# in#
multiple# choice# questions.# Each# part# takes# 30# minutes# maximum.# The# range# of# score# is#
between# 5# and# 605# and# the# level# is# between# 1# to# 12.#During# each# game#play,# the# subjects#
were# assigned# to#work#on# exercises/tests# after# they# reached# a# certain# respective# level.# The#
tests# design# was# based# on# the# game# content# and# results# from# the# virtual# ethnography#
approach.# In#Godswar# session,# the#subjects#were#given# two#dummy#tests# imitated# from#the#






of# that# land#mark#by#voice#speaking#as#normal# talk#and#conversation# instead#of# typing.# In#
Zentia,#the#game#offered#world#knowledge#as#part#of#a#quest#in#order#to#develop#a#player’s#




Attitude and Motivation 
One#of#the#key#benefits#for#using#MMORPGs#is#the#direct#positive#effect#on#student#attitude#
and# motivation# in# second# language# learning.# The# game# itself# supports# language# practice#
once#players#engage# in#game#activities#as#pleasure# learning.#The#students#not#only# involve#
themselves#in#playing#the#game#for#entertainment#but#also#to#cooperate#in#the#assignments#
and#use#teamwork.#Less#teacher#control#allows#them#to#design#their#own#direction#whether#
they# want# to# play# as# individuals# or# contribute# to# peers# or# a# virtual# group# (guild).# The#
students#have#less#hesitation#when#using#English#to#communicate#with#other#global#players#
and#form#relationships#easily#and#impressively#compared#to#classroom#practise#where#most#
second# language# students# seem# to# hide# their# mistakes.# Some# active# students# immersed#
themselves#with#native#speakers#in#the#game#and#got#positive#responses,#thus#gaining#high#





1. Warrior/Mage,# a# strong# and# tough# character# –#mainly# highest# in# selfBadvancement#
and#anticipation.#The#warrior/Mage#is#likely#to#become#a#leader#of#the#team#
#












first# MMORPG.# However,# after# experiencing# an# international# virtual# social# community#
system,# their# playing# strategy# changed# to# rely# more# on# teamwork# and# guild# acceptance.#
Taking# the# first# three# students# in# this# table# as# examples,# P# shows#unchanged# character# in#
three#games#and#this#results#in#the#best#performance#in#the#group.#Although#the#warrior#type#
is#acted# individually,#P#contributes# to# the# learning#by#helping#his#peers#use# the#real#world#
information# (website)# and# virtual# community# and# by# asking# other# players# directly# in# the#
game.#While#P#might#use#his#strength#to#gain#acceptance#among#global#players,#C’s#job#as#a#
healer#is#highly#demanding.#In#MMORPGs,#any#group#adventurer#finds#it#is#very#difficult#to#
complete#an#advanced# task#without#a#healer#during# the# journey.#Since#C#has#high#healing#
skills,#he#was#asked#by#other#players#to#travel#with#them.#In#fact,#C#is#a#very#busy#player#in#
the#team.#Being#a#tough#character#may#not#be#necessary#as#a#purpose#to#play#a#MMORPG.#
Mo# chose# to# learn# a# crafting# skill# instead#of# combat# in# order# to# become#a# rich#man# in# the#
virtual#world.#He#used#his#crafting#skill# to#produce# items#such#as#rare#materials,#weapons,#
and# armors# in# order# to# trade# and# participate# through# negotiation# in# the# virtual# market.#





* !!!!!!Godswar! !!!!!!!!!Asda!Story! !!!!!!!!!!!Zentia!
P) Warrior# Warrior# Warrior#
C) Warrior# Healer# Healer#
H) Mage# Warrior# Healer#
M) Warrior# Range#and#Warrior# Warrior#
Mo) Mage# Range#(Merchant)# Range#(Merchant)#
Mi) Mage# Mage# Healer#
B) Mage# Range#(consultant)# Range#
K) Mage# Warrior# Warrior#
#
Language development 
In# order# to# verify# the# research#model# and# the# language# development# of# the# students,# the#
recordings# of# the# students’# game# play,# recorded# using# the# screen# video# capture# software#
were#analysed.#
#
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• Reading#
To# evaluate# reading# development,# results# can# be#monitored# spontaneously# using# inBgame#
questing.# In#MMORPGs,#questing# is#an#essential#activity#provided#by#NPCs#with#the#map.#















familiar# with# those# words# used# to# make# progress# in# the# quest# or# teamwork.# Moreover,#




has#repeatedly#read#and#memorised# ‘equipment’# from#NPCs,#and# learns#how#to#use# ‘WM’#
instead#of#‘whisper#me’#when#they#need#to#have#a#private#chat.#
• Conversational#relevance#(make#sense)#to#real#world#
The#social#networks#provided# in#MMORPGs#are#key# for#practising#conversational# skills# in#
the#target#language#through#chatting#(Rankin,#Gold#&#Gooch,#2006).#The#chatting#device#in#
the# game# serves# different# purposes# in# learning# language# as# a# space# and# model# for#
constructing# conversation#while# communicating#with#global/peer#players.# Firstly,# students#
can#observe#how#players#talk#to#each#other#through#the#global#chat#channel,#where#everyone#
can#see# the#dialogue.#They#can#narrow#their# information#providing# it#only# for# the#guild#or#
oneBonBone# (private)# chats# if# they# afraid# of#making# language#mistakes.# The# visible# instant#
message# can#provide# a#pattern# to# imitate# in# the#beginning#of# the# social# interactions# in# the#
game.#The# student# finally# learns# and#distinguishes# a# live# and# relevant# conversation# in# the#
current#world#from#the#text#book#in#the#classroom.#The#dialogues#created#by#students#were#
varied#such#as#serious# talk# (planning#war#strategy),#business# (trading),#greeting,#search# for#
advice,#or#shouting.#A#chance#to#encounter#global#players#who#are#native#speakers#can#help#
them#to#practise# their#conversational#skill,# thus#they#gain#more#confident#when#using#their#
second# language# in# a# real# world# situation.# Notably,# the# abbreviation# words# used# in#
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Writing# in# MMORPGs# may# be# limited# since# the# only# way# players# can# write# (or# type)# is#
through# the# chat# box.# However# the# project# adapted# elements# from# the# MMORPGs# for#
students#to#practise#writing#in#different#ways.#
The# researcher# used# inBgame# quests# as# a# model# for# students# to# practise# writing.# After#
students# reached#a#certain# level# in#each#game# (usually#when# their# level# is#permitted# in# inB
game#main#event#such#as#flagBwar,#allowed#only#higher#level#than#24#–#Asda*story),#they#were#
asked#to#create#their#own#quest#basically#containing#the#following#elements:#story#(objective),#
direction,#and#reward# (s).#They#used# their#own# imagination#but# the#quest#was#expected# to#





guidelines# for#his#peers.#He#wrote#about# the#description#of#each# job#choosing# in#game#and#
his# opinions# in# English.# This# approach# is# considered# as# a# positive# outcome# of# using#
MMORPG#in#language#learning#for#the#real#world.#
• Public#speaking#practice#
The# role# of# practising# speaking# can# be# enhanced# by# collaborating# in# the#MMORPGs# and#
using#it#as#a#tool#for#language#teaching.#The#project#used#Asda*Story#for#preparing#speaking#
practise#since#the#level#of#their#avatar#were#considered#high#enough#to#travel#into#the#danger#









To# evaluate# vocabulary,# grammar,# and# listening# skills# developed# during# the# project,# a#
standard# test# –# ELLIS#was# performed# by# the# students.# The# relationships# between# leaning#
language#and#game#play#are#displayed#in#the#test#results#for#one#participant,#K.##





* * PreBtest# * ****** PostBtest# *
# Score###### Level# Total#level# Score# Level# Total#level#
Vocabulary# 260# 6# # 310# 8# #
Grammar# 235# 5# #####5# 285# 7# ######7#
Listening# 210# 5# # 325# 8# #
According#to#Table#2,#the#example#student,#K,#shows#the#effectiveness#of#learning#language#
through#MMORPGs.#K#was#the#lowest#performance#among#the#group#during#preBtest.#After#
the# treatment,# his# overall# performance# is# significantly# increased# from# level# 5# to# 7.# The#




This# study# investigates# using# commercial# MMORPGs# as# a# tool# for# supporting# second#
language# learning# and# teaching# for# undergraduate# students.# The# games# offer# digital# safe#
spaces#for# learners#to#practise#and#opportunities# to#communicate#with#other#players#across#
the# globe# where# they# can# input# their# language# ability# without# detection# and# hesitation.#
Virtual# ethnography#methods#were#used# to#observe# the# students# in# the#game#and#prepare#
language# tasks# and# tests# derived# fro# the# game# play.# These# were# then# delivered# into# real#
world# practice# using# an# action# research# process.# Using# game# play# has# helped# students#
address#some#of#the#issues#of#using#language#for#real#and#provided#benefits#for#the#teacher#in#
terms# of# being# able# to# provide# help# and# feedback# in# a# friendly# manner.# The# findings#
demonstrate# that#MMORPGs# can# successfully# support# language# learning# as# illustrated# by#
the# improvements# in# the# standard# language# tests#and# the#participation#and#progression# in#
the#game#itself.#The#students#became#more#active#in#using#English,#showing#greater#patience#
in#reading,#being#more#motivated#to#write#and#also#to#produce#dialogue#when#speaking#and#
chatting.#One# of# the# students,# C# said# that# “Playing* online* game* helps*me* to* improve* English*
skills.* I’ve*got*many*vocabularies* from*online*game*and*I*can*practice*conversation*with*the*player*
from* online* game.* They* teach* me* how* to* speak* with* them* and* explain* about* conversation”.#
Motivation# in# language# learning# is# also#generated#when#playing#games# since# the# students#
can# own# and# control# the# learning# process.# Confidence# is# also# boosted# through# their#
interactions#with#other#players.#Student#B#commented#“Because*of*playing*MMORPG,*I*talked*
a*lot*with*many*people*from*different*countries*and*that*helps*me*to*know*how*to*communicate*with*
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!
iVERG!works!in!collaboration!with!universities!
worldwide.!Research!on!virtual!environments!for!
use!in!learning!and!teaching!is!diverse!and!
complex!and!draws!upon!specialisms!in!
education,!computing,!sociology,!psychology!and!
anthropology.!It!has!an!important!contributionn!
to!make!to!the!effective!uses!of!these!
environments!which!are!being!increasingly!taken!
up!by!a!wide!range!of!educational!and!
commercial!institutions!worldwide.!Although!
they!have!an!intrinsic!appeal!founded!upon!their!
origins!within!gaming!and!social!networking,!
immersive!virtual!environments!need!research!
informed!practice!to!ensure!their!effective!
educational!use.!
Research!projects!funded!by!the!Engineering!and!
Physical!Sciences!Research!Council!(EPSRC),!the!
British!Council!and!the!Japan!Advanced!Institute!
of!Science!and!Technology!(JAIST)!are!
investigating!communication,!learning!and!
identity!within!virtual!worlds.!From!this!work,!
the!International!Virtual!Environments!Research!
Group!(iVEREG)!was!established.!!It!brings!
together!academics!and!practitioners!who!wish!
to!study!and!carry!out!research!in!the!uses!of!
immersive!virtual!environments!for!learning,!
training!and!teaching.!
Strong!interaction!between!academia!and!
pratcitioners!is!a!major!benefit!of!the!group,!
helping!to!shape!and!hone!the!focus!of!research!
more!directly!on!real!concerns.!
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